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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 41.

SANTA FE, N. M., MONDAY, MAY 16, 1904.
TREASON

MANN IS
THE MAN

UNEARTHED.

The Matin Begins the Publication of
the History of the Affair Plans of
Toulon Fort Sold.

A SEA AND LAVD

NO. 74.

NEW TREASURER
OF

ATTACH ON POIT
AITflUl PLANNED

LP

MOTION
COUNTY

DECLINED

Has Assumed Office Accounts Checked Over and Found Correct
Stock Conditions More

Paris. May Hi The Matin's London
correspondent having obtained nearly
U.S. Supreme Court Will Not Disa hundred authentic plans of the fortiIndorsement of Republican
miss Suit of Kansas vs Colo
fications at Toulon, besides numerous
Traveling-Audito- r
Charles V. SafTerritorial Organization
other compromising documents, that
rado in Regard to Water
ford returned here yesterday
from
paper begins this morning the publicawhere he had been for severDemlng,
ind Administration.
tion of the history of the treason affair
Rights of the Arkansas.
al days checking over the accounts and
which is likely to exceed In importbooks of the late W. H. Guiney. as
ance the offence with which Dreyfus is
treasurer and
collector of
FREEMAN OUT OF RACE charged.
Luna County. Everything was found COMMISSIONERCHOSEN
A
correspondent received a letter
straight and the cash on hand as wefl
signed Flagola Pietro telling him that
as
the books of the office were turned
From
Has
Influential
Csmpbtli
Support
Granville Richardson of New Mexico
the latter acted as guide for two perover to the new treasurer, J. C. Kel-ley- .
OutsideThe Las Cruces Attorney
sons who came to London to sell a
Will Take Testimony in the Case
Mr. Safford slates that the assesslarge parcel of documents of the highWll Be Nominee if Resident of
ment of Luna County for the present
in Compliance With Agreement
est importance concerning the French
New Mexico is Chosen.
year is completed and while the foot
of Parties Concerned
naval defenses. The letter said the
ings are not yet ready, lie believes
men had gone to Brussels leaving him
that the assessment will show an inWithin the last two ilays, there has penniless.
The correspondent met
crease over last year. There have
Washington. May 16 The United
been considerable of a change in the Pietro and got from him a number of
been rains recently in that section and Stares Court today denied tli motion
situation ot the appointment of a new papers left by these two men. These
cattle are doing much better. There of Colorado to dismiss the suii of Kanassocial' justice of the Territorial he took to the French embassy where
Che Foo, May l'i A combined and Chinese Attack Russian Coal Miners. have been some losses and quite a sas agairwt Colorado to enjoin the lat
Supreme Court. It is reported from they were pronounced genuine plans and sea attack on Port Arthur is exMao Vang. May 16 Further details number of old cows have died, but. the ter state from diverting the waters of
of 01 the Toulon torts and other import pected to take place between May 2d of the attack made May 14 by Chinese reports as to this sent out from south the Arkansas River
Washington that, the application
for irrigation purJudge A A. Freeman of Carlsbad for ant papers.
and 2:!. The Japanese hope to occupy soldiers upon the railroad coal mines western New Mexico have been great- poses, postponing the consideration of
appointment will not be favorably
Port Dalny in a few days. After the occupied by the Russians near Port ly exaggerated and cattlemen now feel the motion until hearing the case on
considered and that he is virtually out
destruction of submarine mines at Adams, show that the troops were the that the situation is improved and its merits. In compliance with an
IN
NEW
NOTHING
of the race. This to all intents and
Talien Wan. the Japanese intend to body guard of the Governor of Poo hope for a good summer season for agreement by parties to the case Granpurposes leaves Edward A. Mann of
land additional troops there and to Chow, who led the attack in person their stock.
Business in Demlng ville Richardson of New Mexico was
STRIKE SITUATION commence the attack on Port Arthur. and was attended
Las Cruces in the field as the only New
town
appointed commissioner to take tent I
by fifteen Chinese of- seems to be good and thi
Mexico candidate. Mr. Mann's position
A Japanese officer told the Associated
ficials. The Governor ordered the be- growing steadily.
mony in the case.
has beet greatly strengthened within Machinists
Received Their Pay Checks Press that the Japanese were ready-t- heading of the Chinese miners. The
the last, iw days. He has now the en
lose 2.000 men in the attack. Well Russians were stripped and driven off
Today Buckalew, the Leader,
THREATENED RUN
CUTTLE GO0IPHNY
dor sera en t of Governor Otero, National
informed Chinese say the entrance to" naked, their property looted, and
Absent From Topeka.
Solomon
Terri
Committeeman
Lune,
ON RATON BANK
Port Arthur is not blocked.
tons of coal destroyed. A detachBUYING LENDS
torial Chairman Frank A. Hul h II, of
Mine Explosion Sinks the Mikayo.
ment of Japanese soldiers passed the
18 The striking
ma
Topeka.
May
a large number of the member.- if the
Washington. May 16 The Japanese coal mines the previous day hut did
chinists of the Santa Fe shops have
Depositors Demanded Their Money But
territorial Republican central C iimit- - been
has received the following not touch them regarding them as
legation
Were Satisfied When the Cashier
given their pay checks today.
Many Acres in Union County to Be
Ka-tee, of tie Republican county commit General
Tokio:
"Admiral
from
private property
Showed $50,000 in Vault.
Manager Mudge says the situ cablegram
a KanUtilized
for
Pasture
By
tee of Dona Ana County, of a large ation here
China Will Preserve Neutrality.
is very satisfactory. They taoki reports that on May 14 our tor
sas
Corporation.
number of the territorial officials and have all the men
flotilla continued the sea
St. Petersburg, May 16 In order to
Last Wednesday morning a ran was
The Kansas Land and Cattle Com
required at Topeka pedo boat
leading lawyers in many sections of and other
cover of the allay Russian apprehension as to the
under
sweeping
operations
the
line
shop points along
Tod ot Maple started on the First National Bank of
John
pany,
by
organized
the Territory, and it might, truly be M'
Buckalew, the strike leader, is ab fleet. The enemy constructed tempor attitude of China, the Chinese minis- Hill, Kansas and Frank Law, of Fol-so- Raton. Depositors came demanding
said, of the territorial Republican or- sent from the
on the promontory
at ter here has given Foreign Minister
are buying immense quantities of their money, but Cashier Biackwelt
city and no one seems ary batteries
ganization. On Saturday last, over 20 to be in a
six
Talien
Keer
L&msdorff fresh assurance of the purWan,
Bay.
mounting
to
him
for
position
land in New Mexico. This soon satisfied them by showing them
speak
pasture
well known Republicans of Albuquerfield guns. They also hastily construct pose of his government not to violate
or the strikers.
of some 75,000 $50,000 in cash in the vault, and the
company
que wired Delegate Rodey, endorsing
ed a fort and with one company of the neutrality and to preserve tran- acres in has holdings
Panhandle country near run soon ceased. It is yet unknown
the
Mr. Mann strongly and requesting the
soldiers stubbornly resisted our attack. quility throughout the empire. These Bovina on
syndicate lands, and it has how the run started or who gave out
delegate to unite with other Republi- CALIFORNIA
Our torpedo flotilla defying the ene assurances, which are based on dis- in the
last
year placed land scrip that reports that would start such an ac
cans of the Territory in this matter.
my's fire carried out the operations patches received from the Chinese for- cost them an average of $:i an acre up- tion. Mr. Blackwell would like very
Mr. Mann has also obtained endorseDEMOCRATS MEET and destroyed five miles laid by the eign office and the commander in chief on no less than 200.000 acres of govern- much to secure evidence that would
ments from Associate Justice Frank
enemy. Unfortunately one of the mines Of the Chinese forces, set forth in ment land in one solid body near Fol-so- lead to the cause of the temporary
W. Parker of the Third Judicial Disexploded and sunk the cruiser Mika- most positive terms that there is abin Union County. Wherever their run. The First National Bank of RaFac yo. In this accident six men were solutely no ground to believe that
trict and from Associate Justice Ben- Both the Hearst and
surrounded patented lands owned ton is considered one of the strongest
scrip
to
Be Gaining
tions Claim
killed besides two who were wounded China will depart from the proclaimed
jamin S Baker of the second district.
other
by
persons, it has bought the financial institutions in New Mexico.
Ground.
Anthony C. Campbell of Washington,
attitude.
during the fight."
holders
at very liberal figures. The run on Wednesday will not affect,
out
now
of
Roswell, and
holding
Loss of Mikayo Deeply Regretted.
formerly
owns its land abso- the bank in the least.
Thus
the
company
Santa Cruz, California. May 16 The
an important position in the office of
Tokio, May 16 The news of the loss
lutely and is enclosing it with a first
the Assistant Attorney General of the Democratic state convention was call of the Mikayo has been sorrowfully re DEMAND UPON
class five wire fence.
CYCLONE NEAR RATON.
Department of the Interior is leading ed to order this morning and immedi ceived in Tokio 'The dangerous charTHE BONDSMEN
So far it has no cattle upon it. but
Mexico applicants. ately took a recess till 2 o'clock this acter of the work in which the Mikaamong the non-Newill doubtlessly take advantage of the
He has very strong endorsements and afternoon owing to the non arrival of yo was engaged is generally appreciat
low price of cattle and stock Trees Twisted and Shivered, Boulders
Made
the
extremely
Commissioners
for
the
dele3y
a
San
Francisco
influential friends and it looks now as
majority of the
ed, but it was thought that the loss of
Uprooted and Dwellings Destroyed
it.
These
lands comprise what is the
ShortImmediate
of
Settlement
Both the Hearst and anti- torpedo boat No. 48 under similar cir
if the raxie were between Mann as the gation.
on Johnson's Mesa.
western
cream
lands.
of
There
cattle
in
ages
County Funds.
New Mexico candidate and Campbell Hearst people claim to be d"veloping cumstances last Tlnirsdav, would srvo
Til ';iai;d of county commissioners is water in abundance and shelter is
as from the outside. The chances are strength but it is impossible to state as a warning to those engaged in tne
If any of the Kansas and .Missouri
was in session this forenoon in called good and the range is not mountain
in
is
unwhich
is
the
as
care.
The
Mr.
Mann
it
with
to
exercise
work
the
majority.
greatest
who are residing in this Terri
naturally
people
so
ot
ous
too
it
is
that
any
enough
derstood the, President will make a
feel a yearning of the heart for
Tapanese flotilla, while sweeping the meeting. There were present: Chair- rough for grazing. It is
tory
extremely
home appointment if an applicant can
bay. were exposed to the Russian fire man A. L. Kendall, Commissioners Ar- well grassed and there is plenty of. evidences that a good healthy breeze
be agreed upon by the territorial Reall day. but con tinned their work un thur Seligman and Nicolas Quintana;
REFUSEUJO TESTIFY.
browsing. What the result will be in has passed over the country, they
The Mikayo was a steel Clerk C'elso Lopez and Deputy Clerk Union
have been on Johnson's Mesa
injured.
publican organization and Delegate
County is a question for it will should
Federico Loiiez. The reports of Travnear Raton, says the Raton Range, as
Rodey. Should Mr. Mann not be ap- When Asked Certain Questions in Re cruiser of 1.800 tons displacement.
othout
who
small
would
settlers
keep
Details of Toroedoing of Japanese eling Auditor C. V. Safford and Expert erwise
of a
pointed, it Is reasonably certain that
gard to His Knowledge of Gamboccupy the lands, but at the their most lively recollection
Simon Neusbaum appointed by the
Mr. Campbell will be selected. The
Cruiser Expected.
Kansas cyclone would have been re
ling in Gotham,
will
same
time
into
the
tax
col
bring
G
to
examine the accounts of
New Mexican has considered the situaSt. Petersburg, May 16 The inter- board
lector s books ot Union County this called. Trees three feet in diameter
and
with Port W. Knaebel.
New York, May 16 Jesse Lewisohn. motion of communication
were twisted and slivered into pieces
tion fully and finding that Mr. Mann
many acres of government land that
has much home support and the ap-- i a banker who was subpoened to testify Arthur nrpvpnts hp ndmiraltv investi- - collector ot tins county, were submit- under other circumstances would nev- the size of toothpicks. Great boulders
1
tie reports showed
va oi the territorial Republican or- regarding his knowledge of gambling ating the announcement from Liao ted to trie Hoard.
that have lain undisturbed for centurer be returned for taxation.
a total saortage on tne part ot tne
ies were torn from their resting places
ganization, is of the opinion that he in this city, declined to answer ques- Yang of the daring torpedoing of a
cruised off Port Dalny. As treasurer amounting to $13,251.76 due
should receive preference as a home tions put. to him by District Attorney
by a cyclone which also destroyed sevon account of territorial, county and COLLECTOR CARTWRIGHT
eral houses and outbuildings.
candidate and be named. Home rule, Jerome before Judge Wyatt in court soon as communication is
first last, and all the time, is desired during the special sessions today. Je- ed the admiralty expects the command- - school funds. Captain Frederick MillHAS QUALIFIED
ler who was present on behalf of the
by the Republicans of New Mexico, in rome immediately made application to er of the fortress to send full details,
BOILER MAKERS
correctdid
not
bondsmen
the
worLiao
is
Near
Imminent
dispute
Battle
of
where
case
the
Great'
the
a
Justice Wyatt for commitment
applicant
every
Now
reIn
to
i
ness
ne
Sum
of
$70,000
the
tnese
board
oi
Ready
Yann.
reports,
WILLING TO SETTLE
thy of at pointnaeht and judging by the witness for contempt. This was grantReceive Taxes.
Washington. May 16 An intimation solved to call upon the bondsmen to
papers and telegrams filed on behalf ed. Lewisohn then made application
H. B. Cartwright, recently appointed
of Mr. Mann, this is the case in this to the Supreme Court for a writ of ha- has reached the officials here to the ef make immediate payment and settleof A Committee From the Albuquerque
collector
fect that a great battle is imminent in ment and the chairman and clerk of treasuer and
beas corpus.
instance.
Union Are in Los Angeles to Confurnished
his
has
Fe
were
once
Santa
to
instructed at
County
the vicinity of Liao Yang where the tne board
fer With Railroad Officials.
Russians are determined to make a maKe written demand tor settlement- bond as such official for the safe keep- in
desum
funds
of
$50.ot
the
of
These
without
ACTION OF AUTHODEAOLDCK UNBROKEN.
letters
to
county
ing
he traced
delay.
ton,i Tho rnmnr
A committee from the Bollermake- 000. This was given by the U. S. Fi
mand addressed to individual bonds-imelts source.
16
Union of Albuquerque, has gone
ers'
Expectations
Springfield,
May
were pre delity and Guarantee Company of Bal
and the
RITIES SUSTAINED are
to Los Angeles. California, to confer
Fifty Miles of Railroad Destroyed.
strong today that the gubernatorial
and
been
has
of
timore.
apeach
the
member
Maryland,
othSt. Petersburg. May 16 The .Japan pared, signed by
deadlock in the Republican convention
board of commissioners, certified to by proved by Judge McFie. His bond for with General Manager Wells and
are
ese
tnai
determined
broken
this
lines.
The
afternoon.
will
er
be
coast
the
of
officials
evidently
In the Case of the Deportation of the
the clerk under the seal of the
the safe keeping of school monies in
The basis was the alleged combina- there shall be no further rail commun- and sent out this afternoon. county
The the sum of $20,000 given by the same boilermakers In Albuquerque went out
Alleged Anarchist Turner By
General
between
Kuropatkln
tion between the followers of Governor ication
a few days after the machinists struck,
Chief Justice Fuller.
board will meet
during the pres- company has also been filed with the
Yates and those of the State's Attor- and Port Arthur. Official advices re- ent week to takeagain
an- territorial superintendent of public in- stating that they would not work with
action
the
upon
It is reported that Yates ceived today by the general staff say swers of the bondsmen.
boilermakers.
They are
struction and has been approved by
Washington, May 16 In his opinion ney Deneen.
50
have
votes
the
destroyed
130
Deneen
of
will
now
to
the
differences
receive
that
their
settle
Japanese
TJ.
willing
asS.
of
Mr.
the
that official.
Cartwright has
today Chief Justice Fuller
and if Yates is miles of railroad north of Kin Chou.
on the first ballot
sumed charge of the office and Ls now and return to work. The strike situaSupreme Court, sustained the action not elected after todey
reasonable ballots
INDIAN MURDERS HIS WIFE. ready to receive taxes and give re tion In Albuquerque remains about the
Railroad Closed.
of the immigration authorities at the
to
thrown
Deneen.
be
16
same. A few machinists have left that
will
his
Russians
The
New
deMay
strength
the
Chwang.
ceipts for tax monies paid over to him.
port of New York in ordering
railroad is practi- Beats Her With a Club So Severely Property owners and tax payers who city. Those who remain fully believe
the
now
that
admit
of
the
Turner,
Englishman
portation
cally closed at Port Arthur. Nothing
are in arrears will do well to settle that they will win the strike. Guards
That Death Insues Family Quaralleged to be an anarchist. The chief
WELCOMED HOME.
for
wire
from
there
heard
by
been
has
rel the Cause.
and that immediately as Treasurer are still maintained in the shops.
justice said that in his opinion Turner
three days and a six days' consigndid not deny that he was an anarchist.
Cartwright proposes to carry out the
Jim Miller, an Indian buck of the tax law in letter and in spirit and will ACQUITTED OF THE CHARGE.
His opinion upheld the law for the ex- Lord and Lady Curzon Are Met at the ment of mail to points south of Hsiu
Yen, was returned this afternoon.
Mescalero reservation, was lodged in add the penalty required by law in deLondon Depot By Premier Balfour
clusion of anarchists and affirmed the
the Alamogordo jail by Sheriff Hunt- - linquent taxes.
Russians Seize Japanese Miners
and Many Relatives.
decision of the circuit court which reM. W. Mills of Springer. Found
Not
He is charged with
London. May 16 Lord
Curzon,
Seoul, May 16 An unofficial dispatch er on Saturday.
fused a writ of habeas corpus.
of Selling Oleomargarine
Guilty
Rushaving killed his wife. The murder
Viceroy of India, and Lady Curzon, ar- has been received here saying a
WILL VISIT NEW MEXICO.
for Butter.
rived in London today, and had a slan force, estimated at 300 men. ha was the result of a family quarrel durEun-san- ,
MYSTERIOUS DEATH.
at
mines
husing which the woman struck her
great reception. Premier Balfour and appeared at the British
After a trial lasting two days. M. W.
in northern Corea, where they band in the face with a burning fire A Party of Prominent Chicagoans to
other ministers, and many relatives
H.
an attorney of Springer, owner
William
Be
of
Guests
Mills,
the
Curzon
of
seized
so
the
and
beat
brand.
He
with
a
Lord
club
of
her
and
the
friends
Japanese
Lady
belongings
of the largest fruit farm in northern
Bartlett.
Occurred in a Room of the Y. M. C. A. crowded the railroad station. Lord and Chinese employes. They did not severely that he crushed her skull
New Mexico, was acquitted in the Uniin Denver Suicide Suspected.
A special Pullman has left Chicago
Curzon was driven directly to Buck- touch British property. Some of the and otherwise injured her to such an
reof
audmembers
the
several
are
with
an
others
same
had
died
while
extent
he
she
where
that
the
Chicago ted States Court at Las Vegas on SatJapanese escaped,
night.
ingham Palace
Denver, Colorado, May 16 A. E. ience with the King.
Trade
of
State.-armand
y
Board
Miller has served in the United
society urday of a charge of selling oleomarported captured
- forprominent
ci
to garine for butter. Judge Long and
New
Hundeli, former secretary for Auditor
women
of
Mexico
the
disbeen
Not
having
just recently
Inspired By Racial Prejudices.
A. D. Parker of the Colorado and
Captain C. L. Fort defended him. Mr.
H.
William
of
the
be
Bartlett
in
guest
Georgia.
Tokio, May 16 In refutation of the charged
IN MURDER.
ENDS
room
in
dead
10,
found
QUARREL
was
in
a
ranch
who owns
Southern,
northern Colfax Mills was shown to have violated the
claim that racial and religious preju210
of the Y M. C. A. The coroner was nosquare miles, statute relating to the subject, but it
County,
comprising
dices
to
engage PLAZA HOTEL
inspired the Japanese
HANDS
CHANGES
tified and has not been able to deter- A Cowboy Kills His Companion in the in the war with Russia,
3o
miles
situated
from
the nearest was proved that he had taken out a
thousands of
Oscura Mountains in a Dispute
mine the cause of death or whether
Mr. Bartlett has built a license, as was required and had ofrailroad.
Buddhists.
Christians
and
Shintoyists
Over a Bridle.
it was suicide. Rundell left the Coloheld a joint meeting here today at Bought By Charles Miller of Anthony handsome and commodious residence fended only in not properly advertisirado & Southern two months ago, and
a fine ng. The violation was committed in
L. Cornett, a cowboy employed on which addresses denying the charge'
in his land and constructed
From the Estate of the Lats C. E.
He a ranch west
said ho was going to California.
of Socorro, in the Oscu- were made by several leading priests
wagon road for automobiles and car- the absence of the defendant and he
Baiiey.
Teturned four days ago and applied for ra Mountains is held at Socorro, for and ministers. A resolution was adopt-riages 25 miles long, as well as G5 succeeded in showing that it was cona room at the Y. M. C. A. instead of go- the killing of Antonio I'rbano. The ed declaring that the war was not con-- ! The Plaza Hctel. a three story brick miles of telephone line for his private trary to his instructions.
ing to his home on HumboldtA Street men quarreled over a bridle, and it is nected with racial or religious (pies- building with a steam heating plant, use. Among the guests on the car are
friend claimed that a
where his wife still lives.
The book bindery of the New Mexifight followed and that tions but was being carried on ti in- - situated at the corner of Oregon and Noel S. Mimn and Fred Norton. Nor"
called on him this morning and on
Cornett shot Urbano through the sure the security of the empire of .la-- Main Streets. El Paso, has been pur- - man Bartlett is with the party, as is can Printing Company has been so
to his room found him dead.
heart. There are no witnesses.
pan anu uie permanent peace of the chased by Charles Miller of Anthony. also George P. Merrick, a prominent much enlarged and improved of late
East. It was further asserted that this Dona Ana County. The hotel was a Chicago lawyer. The Misses Eddy and that it is the best south of Pueblo to
Vew Mexican want and
Cloudcroft, an ideal Southwestern was distinctly in the interests of jus- part of the estate of the late C E. Ward are also among Mr. Bartlett's the Mexico line and between Dallas,
Summer Resortr
ads always bring good results.
Texas, "tid Los Angeles, California.
guest;.
tice and the civilization of the world. Bailey and was sold for $24,00P.
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Japanese Hope to Occupy Port Dalny
Shortly and From There Direct the
Campaign Against The Russian
Stronghold. The Ma kayo Touches
a Mine and is Blown Up.
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PROFESSIONAL CARBU.
PUNCHING THE GORMAN BOOM.
The reorganizes and independent
"
Attorneys it aw.
Democratic newspapers are not very
friendly to the ambition of Senator
At the start in a long race, the advantMAX. FROST,
rii KE' MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS Arthur Pue Gorman to be nominated as
age often appears to be with an outsider.
at
Law, B:.tt. Fe,
the
Attorney
for
the
candidate
Democratic
presi- But the race is won not in starting but
.Editor
Hax.
In fact the indein staying. The quality which wins is
St.
at
Louis,
dency
liUL A. F. WALTER
of Democratic staving power. It is so in the race of
EDWARD L. BARTLETT.
Associate Editor. pendent newspapers
constant strppfy of
Has on hand
are life.
the
tendencies
and
Parker
Staying
Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
papers
Lawyer,
CHARLKS M. STAUFFER .. Manager
wins, and
in the Capitol.
waging a light on Gorman and are power
finest
of
the
brands
as a rule the best
atered as Second Class matter at throwing mud wherever they can. The stayer is the man
New York Times, which is indepenRICHARD H. HANNA,
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
be Santa Fe Postofflce.
with the best
dent with strong Democratic leanings, stomach. All
Attorney at Law,
All the Popular Games.
The New Mexican Is the oldest news-aap- er now supporting Judge Parker, loses no physical strength
Room 15 Catron Block.
'Piious
is derived from
In New Mexico. It Is sent to ev-r- y occasion to give the Gorman presidenjt
is
EUGENE A. F'ISKE,
postofflce in the Territory, and has tial boom a punch. Its last dig at the food which
8 AH FRANCISCO St., SANTA FN, V. M.
digested
boss of properly
a '.&rge and growing circulation among gas bag of the Democratic
and Counselor at La
Attorney
assimilated.
reads quite well, the Times and
Santa Fe, N. M.
tt intelligent and progressive people Maryland that
When the food
Baltimore
declaring
dispatches eaten is only partat the Southwest
Supreme and District Court Practice
bring the news that Senator Gorman ly digested and
is sore perplexed by doubts in making assimilated there
BENJAMIN M. READ,
choice of delegates at large from .Mary- is a loss of nutriAttorney-at-Law- ,
SUBSCRIPTION.
OF
RATIOS
land to the St. Louis convention; par- tion which means
Santa Fe, N. M.
ZE
by carrier
in selecting the delegate who a loss of strength
tl!y, per week,
Office Sena Block.
ticularly
Palace Ava
the
and
00
$1
general
carrier
is to make
ll!y, per month, by mall
nominating him result is physical
71
Daiiy per month) by
for the presidency. Some of his friends break-dowWILLIAM McKEAN,
4 00
Dahy, six u ninths, by mall
tell him that Senator-elec- t
Isidor
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
Attorney-at-Law- .
BO
7
Sole cAgent for
is the best man to nominate gives strength and staying power, beDaily, one year, by mail
Rayner
Practice
in
all the Courts, Taos, N.
2 00
him. The Senator himself exhibits a cause it cures diseases of the stomach
Daily, three months, by mail
nutriand
N.
of
Fine
Shoes
Ladies'
and
other
REED
26
E. T.
& CO, Rochester,
digestion
Y.,
Teeklv. Der month
preference for Mr. Carter, who was his tion. It organs
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
enables the perfect digestion
76 candidate for the Senate
Veekly, per quarter
against Mr. and assimilation of the food eaten, and VENOR & MONTGOMERY, Rochester, N. Y., Children
Attorney-at-Law- .
00
1
Rayner.
Weekly, six months
so strengthens the body naturally by the
Las
Cruces, New Mexico
2 00
(Weekly. Der year
Really it makes very little difference nutrition derived from food.
and Misses' Shoes.
District attorney for Dona Ana Otero,
who makes the speech of nomination.
"I was troubled with indigestion for about
Luna and Sierra Counties!
writes Wm. Bowker, Esq., of Julia-ettNorth Abington, Men's Fine Grant,
LEWIS A.
Any old or young orator would do. The two years,"
Third Judicial District.
Latah Co.. Idaho. "1 tried different docmain thing in Senator Gorman's case tors and
wrote
I
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eumatism

Is Not a SKixi Disease

Mort people have an idea that rheumatism is contracted like a cold, that the
damp c hilly air penetrates the muscles and joints and causes the terrible aches
and pains, or that it is something like a skin disease to be rubbed away with liniment or drawn out with plasters; but Rhuematism originates in the blood and is
caused by Urea, or Uric Acid, an irritating, corroding poison that settles in mils-clejoints and nerves, producing inflammation and soreness and the sharp, cutting
pains pi culiar to this distressing disease.
Bowling: Greon, Ky.
Exposure to bad weather or sudden
About a year ago I was attacked by acuta
chi1!
of uu
will bastpn an nt.
Dpay
in
rheumatism
my shouldars, arms and
lack ol Rheumatism after the blood ana legs below the knee.
I could not raise my
arm
to
are
in
comb
the risht condition for it
my hair. Doctors prescribed
System
iATrr r vrr- - mnnth a nn r ri
to de velop, but have nothing to do with in mmea
any relief. xsawS. S. S. advertised
ing
the t a1 true causes of Rheumatism, and
decided to try it. Immediately I comwhit! are internal and not external.
menced its use I felt better, and remarked
mother that I was glad I had at last found
Liniments, plasters and rubbing to
some relief. I continued its use and am
rill sometimes reduce the inflamma- entirely
well. I will always feel deeply
tion uuii swelling and ease the pain for interested in the success
of S. S. S. since
me
so much good.
did
it
u tin.!, but fall to relieve nermanentlv
HOBTOKT.
311
MBS.
12th
ALICE
st
because they do not reach the seat of
the trouble. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism because it attacks it in the blood, and
the Uric Acid poison is neutralized, the sluggish circulation stimulated and quickened, and soon the system is purified and cleansed, the aching muscles and
joints are relieved of all irritating matter and a lasting
cure of this most painful disease effected.
S. S. S. is a harmless veeetable remedy, unequalled
as a blood purifier and an invigorating, pleasant tonic. Book on Rheumatism will
be mailed tree.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. CA.
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If

you want to buy anything, if you want to sell anything, if you
want to rent a house, if you want your house rented, or if you lose
anything, advertise in the NEW MEXICAN.

The McMillan
u nivcrsal Typewriter Book
for

Typewritten Book Records
uiy operator can make the records on any standard
vpewriter, and insert them as finished, in a regularly
.mnd book, (not a file). No special machine required
:tr Bool: R ecords.
Extraction or substitution of sheets
radically impossible.
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INDIAN BLANKETRY,

Secure

Its Origin and an Outline of !tc Development The Use of Bay lta in
Days Gone By.

The following well written artiole
from the pen of A. Spiegelberg of this
city appeared In the last number of
"Qui West," a magazine published at
Los Angeles, and edited by C. .). Lum-miIt is reproduced
by the New
Mexican as it will no doubt prove of
interest as well as instructive to all
50
those owning or wishing to own. tine
Navaho blankets.
Every one nowadays knows of Xava-hK40
blankets, but as comparatively few
have accurate knowledge. I venture
to present a few of my conclusions
from 2:! years of personal experience
and observations among the Indians.
The Hopis were the first Indian
weavers in cotton that we know of in
The
every
every
the southwest: for when the Spaniards first entered their villages, in
of
in
You
it to yourthe year 1540. they found them growing cotton anil weaving it into various
to
find out
so
smoke
Cremo.
articles, such as dresses anil "squaw-blankets,dance-apronfor the women, and
5
invested in a Cremo will
it.
in
and belts for the men. The
Zunis, where the Spaniards first enterin every
in
ed in that year, also wove; but as the
Hopis raised the material, (cotton) and
is
the Zunis did not and were obliged to
get it from the former, it is no more
than reasonable to give the priority
to the Hopis.
At this time and for many years afA SURE THING.
ter, the Navahos. their nearest, neighIt is said that nothing is sure except
bors, knew nothing as yet about weav
ing either in cotton or wool, but bein; death and taxes, hut that is not ala large anil strong tribe continually together true. Dr. King's New Discovwaging war against the two former, ery for Consumption is a sure cure for
who were not able to cope with them all lung and throat troubles.
Thousin such, bought
peace with above ands can testify to that. Mrs. C. B.
& Rio
Rio
Rio
named woven articles and live stock: Van Metre of Shepherdtown. W. Va.,
&
Fe
Rio
some of these weaves attracted the
says: "Iliad a severe case of Bronchitis
attention, and first induced and for a year tried everything I heard
them to learn the art, as not enough of of. but got no relief. One bottle of Dr.
the cotton goods could be obtained King's New Discovery then cured me
THE POPULAR LINE TO
It's infallible for Croup.
through this mode of exchange to satis absolutely."
fy their wants; hence, upon a guaran Whooping Cough, Grip, Pneumonia and
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek. Leadville.
tee of peace, the date of which cannot Consumption. Try it. It's guaranteed
Glenwood Springs, Aspen. Grand Junction, Salt
be given, but is tradition among them, by Fischer Drug Co.. Druggist.
Trial
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco.
both Hopis and Zunis agreed to in- bottles free. Reg. sizes 50c, $1.00.
Los
Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
how
in
work.
struct them
the
This,
Reaches all the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
Coronado Tent City Band will be
ever, was not until atter tney nan aiso
in Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.
learned to use wool, which was intro- here Friday, May 20th.
duced to them by the Spaniards in two
MADE YOUNG AGAIN.
ways,
"One of Dr. King's New Life Pills
First, in fleece from sheep which the
Spaniards had brought along as pro- each night for two weeks has put me in
To all Mountain Resorts
visions, and second, from a flannel my 'teens' again" writes D. H. Turner
(the Spanish name for which is "Ba- - of Dempseytown, Pa. They're the best
;The Only Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Enroute to the Pacific Coast
yeta ), which constituted part ol their in the world for Liver, Stomach and
Bowels.
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and
much
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wearing apparel,
the Indian's attention on account of its gripe. Only 25c at Fischer Drug Co.
fine red color, being a cochineal
dye
BETWEEN
AND
and much brighter than the Indians
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could
could produce, and as such color
(Homestead Ktitry N'o 4718.)
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in no other way be obtained then, it
Department of the Itehiok.
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Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Mev ;i. 1904.
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dawned upon them to unravel this Land
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Notice is hereby viven that the following
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the threads and apply named
flannel,
settler has tiled notice of his intention
GRAND
to make final proof in support of his claim,
LOS ANGELES
JUNCT'N
them in their weaving, thus the begin and
that said proof will be made before th
ning of the renowned Bayeta blanket. Register or Receiver at Santa Fe, N M., oi,
the nw4
This material in later years, 1851) and Jane IS. 190i, vizfiVi: Harry Wiley for
seU. sw'i. lie1,,.
ueKi. section 1. township
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1870, was imported by merchants of 17 north, runge 12 east. Hnnameg the
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followiALL THRODGH TRAINS
ng1 witnesses to prove discontinuous resiSanta Fe, New Mexico, at that time dence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz:
the largest supply point of the south- Win, Sharks,
of Willis. X. M Bonifacio San
H.B Arnold. Frank Emmerson all of
west, first from Barcelona. Spain, and doval.
I'ecos. N. M.
Manuel R.Otero. ResUter
afterwards, an imitation of it (though
in all respects as good as the original)
from Manchester. England, and it is
Sick headache results from a disorimpossible for the best expert to de- dered stomach and is quickly cured by
tect one from the other.
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This flannel was not always of the lets. For sale
by all druararists.
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the
great
NEW
PRINTING
MEXICAN
CO.. Dealers.
indigo.
west and California the truth is goo.i
The second, called the
New Mexlce
Santa Fe
its origin about 1875. was partly made enough. Frequent articles describing
from old weave material and partly your part of the country. Contains letfrom Germantown, zephyr. Saxony and ters written by farmers, stockmen and
fruit raisers; men who have succeeded
other yarns.
The third, origin about 188o. was and who give the reasons why. Strong
ggJJC AGENT FOB
modern make, from Ger- editorials and interesting miscellany.
the
mantown. Saxony, and other yarns and A very persuasive immigration helper.
Why not have it sent to friends
from natural wool, as well as from
"back east" to do missionary wonc for
natural wool aniline dyed.
ALL KINDS OF MINERAL WATERS
There are several types of the old the southwest? Regular subscrip:ioii
jt jl j MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
The plain, straight, of price is 25 cents a year; worth double
The Trade Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.
weaves,
which there are far the most, the dia- Send us 50 cents (coin or stamps) with
Gtfadalape Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No. 36.
mond, the diagonal, the cord and the names and addresses of five eastern
frave weaves, all of which are pro friends; we will mail the Earfi to
BcaasaraBSE
duced by various manipulations of the them and to you for six months. Write
loom. In making these, the Indians today to the Earth, 1120 Railway Exworked for their use and pride. They change Building, Chicago.
spun the threads fine, which was done
with the old style spindle (a thin stick
A Startling Test.
To save a life, Dr. T. G. Merritt. of
through a wood disc), and dyed with
great care, using a mordant urine: No. Mehoopany, P:... made a tartlinj:
then wound it into balls, which were test resulting in a
cure
passed by the hands through the loom, He writes. "3 j
was attacked
All Kinds of Building Material.
cause-- '
setting apart by count as many threads with violent hemorrht res,
as necessary, each and eve.-time of by ulceration cf the stomach. I had
CORD AND STOVE W0OP EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE
passing such balls, in order to bring often found Electric Bitters excellor.l
out the desired design. Even article for acute stomach and liver troubles bo
prouueeu was intended to last for ases I prescribed them. The patient gained
and be an heirloom. The consequence from the first, and has not had an atDelivered to any part of the City.
was a product of merit and art. which tack in 14 months."
Electric Bitters
took a long time for its construction. are positively
guaranteed for DyspepTRANSFER AND STORAGE
These included buck, squaw and saddle sia, Indigestion. Constipation and KidWe Haul Everything that Is Movable.
blankets, squaw dresses, dance aprons ney troubles. Try them. Only 50c at
Continued on Page Six.
Fischer Drug Company.
Phore 35 Sante Fe
Branch Office snd Yards Cerrillos, N. M

8

Cigars
Every Minute

Sold

41,640

"
s

hour, 1,000,000
day.
largest
brand
the
world.
owe
selling
cigars
self
the
why
many people
cents
Sold
explain
every
State.
store,
town,
every
The Band
the Smoker's Protection.

IflE

SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

WYCKOFF, SEAMANS

BENEDICT, i645Champa St., DENVER, Colo
Santa Fe, N. M.

HBW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.. Dealers.

The People All Say;
That THE NEW MEXICAN Prints

All the

News. A good paper to have in yotrr home, in yoar
store, in your office or in your shop. If yoa would
keep posted on the events of the day, subscribe for

"THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN"

DENVER

Denver

Grande

1

811

BgDE SYSTj

Grande Western.
Santa
and
Grande
Southern Railroads.
Grande,

THE TOURIST'S FAVORITE ROUTE

to-wi-

Used for keeping Typewritten Records by the Library of
Congress, U. S. Patent Office, New York Life Ins. Co.,
aiaay County Clerks and Surrogates and a host of others.

12

mm
mm

DENVER

CMS

J

fADC

.

abash Route
Mot

fDoYoulakfQuiPini?

Vffi

you do if you are a victim
of malaria.
Don't Do It. It's Dangerous.
We'll admit it will cure malaria, but it leaves
almost deadly after effects.

It's

10 to 1

HERBINE

a

is purely vegetable and absolutely guaranteed
to cure malaria, sick headache, biliousness,
and all stomach, kidney and liver complaints.
TRY

IT

s

TO-DA-

50 Cents a. Bottle.

AU

Druggist.

d

HEF BINE is sold and guaranteed by FISCHER DRUG COMPANY, Santa Fe

Santa Fe
Centra
Railway

EL PASO
CHICAGO,
DENVER,

SALT LAKE CITY.

PROMPT SERVICE

CONNECTINO AT SANTA FB, N. M , with the Denver A
Rio Grande Railroad for Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad
and all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana and the Great

Northwest.
CONNECTING AT TORRANCE, N. M., with the El Paso-No- rt
icastern System for El Paso, Texas, and all points in Southern
New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and the Republic of Mexico. Also for
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago and all points east via the Rock
Island system.
THE SANTA FB CENTRAL is the Short Line between Santa
Fe and L'l Paso, Texas, Alamogordo, Carriaoxo, Santa Rosa. Turun-cari- ,
N M , Dalhart, Texas, and aJl other points on the El
System.
For Ireight and passenger rates, and other information regarding
the Santa Fe Central Railway and the country through which it operates, call on or address

B. W. R0BB1NS.

6. F. & P.

ri

er

REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS

Lemp's St. Louis Beet.

THE SHORT LINE OF NEW MEXICO
NEW EQUIPMENT

natural-

A

SANTA FE, N. M.

to-wi- t:

CHARLES W DUDROW,

LUMBER - SASH - DOORS
CERRILLOSNDllAGAN

COAL

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, May

NEGLIGEE SHIRTS
Negligee shirts now take the center of the stage. Our new Spring beauties get hearty
applause. No tragedy in afterwear, but it's a problem to chose from such a profusion
of elegance. Here are negligee shirts in many new designs and effects : : : : :
.
.
.
French Percales, Madras NoveltiesJEtc.
65c, $J.OO to $2.50
j
.
.
$1.25
The Elgin Brand

You'll not See theJBest Negligee Shirt in
Town Unless jYoti Come Here !
249-25-

SRLiN

RBISLEM

&

3

SAN FRANCISCO ST.
Phone No. 108

Sole Agents for the Fay Stockings
: PERSONAL

1

DIAMONDS

JEWELRY
Manufacturer of

FELL LINE

WW FILIWEE JEWELRY

WATCHES, CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE, ETC.
AM. KINDS OF DESIGNS IN
PBigTee Fob Chains,

filigree Neck Chains,
Filigre Souvenir Spoont,
Filigree Brooch Pins.
Filigree Bracelets,
Filigree Card Casei,

Fresh Fruits in Season!

Fresh Flowers all the Time!

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N.

' T FLOWERS

A

M.

cr'cnilTV1
DECORATIONS

WEDDING BOUQUETS

FLORAL DESIGNS

&

12

Dr. W. P. Mills of Las Vegas, was a
visitor In town yesterday.
Miller Weir of Washington. I). C,
national bank examiner is in Albuquerque on official business.
H. B. Motley and P. YV. Dobbin left
today for a' visit at the Sulphur
Springs In Sandoval County.
County Commissioner Nicolas Quln-tana- ,
is here from Pojoaque and today
attended a meeting of the board.
B. Hanna, superintendent of the
Pecos Forest Reserve, is on the reserve fighting a fire which is said to
be raging there.
Register of the Land Office M. R.
Otero spent Sunday in Albuquerque
with his family, returning to the city
on the noon train.
Darby A. Dav of Albuquerque, manager of the Mutual Life Insurance
Company, in New Mexico, spent today
in town on insurance business.
Chairman A. !.. Kendall of Cerrillos,
member of the board of eounjy commissioners was in the city today attending a meeting of that body.
Judge Frank V. Parker was a visitor here Saturday and Sunday and left
this evening for his home at Las
.

South Side Plaza - Santa Fe

Telephone No.

MENTION

&

P.

O. Box 457

J

6, 1904.

for appointment as associate justice of
the Supreme Court of the Territory,
spent Saturday and yesterday here. He
was successful in securing quite a
number of endorsements.
Judge William H. Pope returned
yesterday to Socorro, from Roswell.
a two
Where lie has just finished
weeks' term of conn for Chaves CounS. District
ty. The spring term of
Cflurl lor the Fifth Judicial District,
was opened by him in Socorro today.
Fred Lewis of Tierra Amarilla.
Who has been on a visit to her mother
in Albuquerque, and Miss Mary Hum-mell- ,
Mrs. Lewis' sister, left Santa Fe
'
this morning via the Denver & Rio
Grande Railroad for Mrs. Lewis' northern home Airs. Lewis is well known
lit this city.
Surveyor General M. O. Llewellyn
will leave this evening for Albuquerque
where tomorrow he will meet his
mother Mrs. W. H. H. Llewellyn and
his two sisters the Misses Gladys and
Ida, ail of Las Cruces, and with them
Will go to the Pacific coast for a stay
of ten days or two weeks.
(i. W, Delameter of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, who is connected with the
Company
Pennsylvania Development
was a visitor to Albuquerque Saturday
and Sunday last. While there, he consulted with Engineer Allen G. Kenne
dy upon certain projects In this lerri- tory under consideration by the

ESTABLISHED I856

INCORPORATED 1303

Seiion

SPECIALTIES IN

YOP

II

ami BOYS READY PIRDE CLOTHING

STRICTLY

GENTLEMEN, We are now ready

to supply

your wants for the Summer season.

THE VERY LATEST

styles in Men s

Sum-

mer headgear have arrived.

FINE SHIRTS for the coming season are
now unpacked and awaiting your inspec-

tion.

DON'T FAIL

!

to see them, at

JOHN KOURY'S NEW GASH STORE.

Catron Block

-

East

Side of

Plaza

-

Phone

J 48

Bulk and Package

GARDENSEEDS
GARDEN HOSE:

Wire Wound,"
Cotton Wound,
and Rubber.

SHOVELS, HAKES, HOES, WHEEL
BARROWS, ETC., ETC.
Headquarters for All Kinds of

SPORTING GOODS
at the Lowest Possible Prices

W. A. McKENZEE
Hardware Store.

UP-TO-DAT-

faRGET

!

E

PJT

WEAR
X WANT

A
and
FIT

;.

GUARANTEED!

Tea and coffee go by taste
alone and tastes are many.
;

Schilling's Best teas are five,
and coffees four all different ;
all; at your grocer's.
money-bac-

P. O. Box

2J9

Telephone

36

;

k

ELKS' RACING ASSOCIATION
MEETING
Trinidad, Colo., May 31 to June 3d,
For this occasion the Santa Fe w il!
Bell tickets to Trinidad
and return
good for return passage until June 4
Hi S. LUTZ, Agent.
Coronado Tent City Hand will
here Friday, May 20th.

In

nFriscn St.

be

BUSS FOR SUNMOUNT TENT CITY
Leaves the Claire Hotel
as Follows:
Leaves '.1:00 a. m.,
Leaves 11:30 a. m.,
Leaves 1:30 p. ie.,
Leaves 5:30 p. m.,
Tickets on Sale

ess Patent Flour

Daily

returns 9:30 a.
returns 12:00
returns 2:00 p.
returns 0:00 p.
at Claire Hotel.

Telephone 26.

m
m
m.
m.

A NEW CAR

H. B. Holt of Las Graces, spent yeson legal busi
Our Motto Genuine goods Counness and returned to his southern home
terfeit prices.
Telephone 94. "The
on this evening's train.
F. K. Dunlavy, manager of the Dun ,Wine Store."
lavy .Mercantile Company, who has ANNUAL
MEETING, GERMAN BAPspent the past three days in Albuquer

County Commissioner Arthur Sellg-maCoronado Tent
Band will he
returned Saturday night from St. here Friday. Mav City
20th.
Louis where he has been for the past
few weeks attending to matters connected with the New Mexico exhibit
A.
at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
Cor. Plaza.
Southeast
Word has been received in this city
of the marriage of Mrs. Fannie Harrington to Harry Laird at Los Angeles,
Shows pretty assortment of Belts.
California. The bride was formerly
Collars, etc., Kid Gloves
Fancy
Miss Teats, the daughter of Mrs. Mary
in finished and unfinished
both
A. Teats, and is well
known in this line.
Carry good line of Embroidcity.
Pillow Tops, Cords and
Silks.
ery
J.
H.
Editor
McCutcheon of the Asame. I have just relbuquerque Advertiser, has been visit- Tassels for
ceived
another
consignment of the
in
inthe
for
several days
ing
Capital
terviewing citizens on the joint state- Latest Styles in Ready-to-Wehood question.
The results of these Hats, also Children's and Misses'
interviews will be given in the next is- Leghorn Flats.
sue of his paper.
Edward A. Mann of Las Graces, Vho
is strenuously pushing his candidacy

MISS

The very finest ever made anywhere.
Our guarantee with every sack.
We not only say that it is the best but
so does everybody that ever used it.
50 LBS.

Millinery Millinery

BOSS,

$1.50.

50 LBS.

CRYSTAL, $1.40
is made
from BOSS PATENT FLOUR.. Try
some and see how good it is.
We have a limited supply of the finest MACKEREL that have ever
been brought to town EXCEPTING NONE a little better than
the best.
NEW YORK CTATE BUCKWHEAT.
ESPANOLA HONEY.
PRIMROSE and BELLE SPRI NGS BUTTER.
All

LEO

the Bread that we sell

CffSCtf .

. .

FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

and

GRAIN, POTATOES,

RETAIL
DEALER

IN

j SALT and SEEDS.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOU8E IN SANTA FE, N.

THE : OLD

:

CURIO

:

M.

STORE

J. S. CANDELAMO. Prop.
301 and 303 San Francisco Street.

MUGLER

ar

IN.

you want absolute success with all
your baking? The Finest of bread?
USE BOSS PATENT FLOUR.

terday and today here

TIST BRETHREN.
Mo., May 19 to 27, 1904.
Carthage,
day.
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
Mrs. L. C. Annijo returned home sell tickets from Santa
Fe, N. M., to
last Saturday evening from Albuquer- Carthage or Joplin, Mo., at. $28.85 tickque, where she went to attend the fun- ets will be on sale May IS to 24, good
eral of her husband, the late Mariano to return until May 31.
rmijo.
H. S. LUTZ,
Matt G. Reynolds of St. Louis, attorAgent, Santa Fe, N. M.
ney for the United States with the
court of private land claims arrived on
Cloudcroft!
For handsome desthis forenoon's train and is attending criptive literature and detailed inforto legal business.
mation as to rates, etc., address A. N.
Carl M. Bird of Roswell, who spent Brown. G. F. & P. A., El Paso, NorthSaturday in the Capital, left Saturday eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
night, for Socorro, where today he atBlack Bass in any shape at Bon Tr
tended the opening of the U. S. District Court in that town.
Coronado Tent City Band will be
Attorney A. E. Fiske went north
this morning via the Denver & Rio here Friday. May 20th.
Grande Railroad to Taos where court,
California
and native wines the
is now in session and where he has
never
better at any price.
pure
juice
to
business
look
after.
legal
94. "The Wine Store."
Telephone
Mrs. A. L. Shelley, of Monmouth, Illinois, who has been in the city some
Finest line can tobaccos and French
weeks visiting, will leave tomorrow for
Denver, where she will visit, friends Briar and Meerschaum pipes at Digneo
for a short, time before returning to & Napoleon's,
her home.
HANNA INSURANCE AGENCY,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Jack of Silver
City, have gone to Paris, Illinois, where Writes Fire, Life and Accident
they will visit Mrs. Jack's mother,
'Phone 71.
Mrs. Foote for several weeks. There- Room 15, Catron Block.
after they will visit Mr. Jack's old
Via D. & R. G. to St. Louis Exposition
home in Pennsylvania.
and
return, 15 day tickets $40.70; GO
Henry Grant arrived this morning day tickets $4S.15;
season tickets
from New York, where he has been on
7.80.
S. K. Hooper G. P. A., F. H.
a visit to his family. He will leave
tomorrow morning for his home at McBride, Agt., Santa Fe.
Abiqulu where he is postmaster and a
Short orders a specialty at Bon Ton.
prominent merchant.

JUST

k

Do

que on business, returned home yester

NEXT ! !

Bios. Co.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers In

Mexican and Indian Curios

H

m.
I

The best place to buy Navajo Blankets, Indian
and Mexican Pottery, Relics from the Cliff
Dwellings, Indian Baskets, in fact all sorts of
Curios of Indian and Mexican make can be
found at THE OLD CURIO STORE : : ; :

mm

RAFFIA, REEDS, BEADS, for Indian Basketiy.

P, O. BOX 340

BEAUTIFUL MEXICAN DRAWN WORK.
:
:
:
:
:
SANTA FE. N. M

IRELAND'S SARSAPARHXA

0

Has Been Sold in Santa Fe for Over Fifteen Years and Has Always 6iven Satisfaction.
One Hundred Fall Doses For One Dollar Sold on Absolute Guarantee.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, May J 6, J 904.

220 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

J

cent and precipitation a trace of rain.
$390 FOR LETTERS ABOUT
MARKETREPORT.
Yesterday was slightly warmer than
THE SOUTHWEST- The Rock Island system offers 20
2 MINOR CITY TOPICS the day68before the thermometer regisMONEY AND METAL.
tering
degrees as its maximum teniprizes, of the aggregate value of $3SK.
p, rn.. tne minimum
New York. May 16. Money on call, for letters relative to the territory
jt jt jd jt jt j jt jt jt
ji jt jt jt pciaiuie m
uijjcituure was z degrees at 5:au a. easy,
per cunt. Prime mer- along its lines in Arkansas, Kansas,
Coronach) Tent City Band will be
m. Precipitation
yesterday was .18 of cantile paper 3 (8 4 u per cent. Silver Indian Territory, Oklahoma, Texas
here Friday. .May 20th.
an inch of rain. At 6 o'clock this morn-inand New Mexico. Letters should deal
District Court tor Taos '"ounty,
New York, Muv 10 Lead and copper, with the writer's
the temperature was 44 degrees.
experiences since he
commenced today ai the county seat at
quiet and unchanged.
settled in the southwest. They should!
the town of Taos.
GRAIN.
tell how much money he had when he
Born to Mr, and Mrs, Simon Neus-bauOFFICIAL MATTERS.
Wbnar arrived, what he did when he first
10. Close.
May
Chlcago,
of this city, this morning, a fine
May, ,i.i; . ; July, 85?$,
came, what measure of success has
Corn, May,
baby boy. Mother and child are doing
July, 48.
since rewarded his efforts and what ho
ConAppointed
of
Superintendent
Oats, May, 4)K; July, 37?$.
well.
thinks of that portion of the country
struction.
PORK, LARD AND RIBS
and 7,
n which he is located. Letters should
Santa Pe trains numbers
S.
Howie
John
of Gallup, has been
came in at 4 o'clock this morning. The
not be less than 300 nor more taao
fork, May, 111.12)$; July, SI I.
construcappointed
of
superintendent
Lard, May, 96.32 , : J uly, So. 45.
words in length and will be used
delay was caused by flood?, east of tion for the governmem school build.
liiti:-- , May, 86.30; July, 80.45.
for
the
Kansas City.
purpose of advertising th
ings for the Pueblos to be erected at
WOOL MARKET.
southwest.
J. W. Buckanan, of Denver, a stock Zuni,
- Wool
Mav
Mo.
Louis
St.
Letters are desired not only from
buyer is in the city. He is purchasing
Territorial Funds Received.
farmers and farmers' wives, but also
steady,
burros and tomorrow will ship a car
Territorial Treasurer J. f. Vaughn
Territory and western medium, 16 a from merchants, school teachers, cler
load to Coney Island, New York.
has received the following
public 81j line medium, It) (ti 17; Bne, IS gymen from everyone, in brief, who
From J. D. Walker, treasurer St 17.
The base ball team from the United funds;
has a stor to tell and who knows how
collector of Eddy Coun- Stales Indian Industrial School played and
STOCK MARKETS.
to tell it.
u., 9101.4-4the Mechanics yesterday afternoon at i.y. axes ior
prom
New York. May 16. Atchison 08;
For circular giving details, write
the College grounds. The Mechanics Mark Howell, treasurer and
pfd.. ill ; New York Central. Hi; John Sebastian, passenger traffic mana
collector of Chaves County, taxes for Pennsylvania,
were defeated by a score of 14 to 10.
;
Southern Pacific, ager. Rock Island system, Chicago,
46; Union Pacific,
pfd., 90; (J.
W. P. Clark, had the misfortune to 1902, $56.31; taxes 1903, $443.89.
S. Steel,
pfd., 53?$.
lose a fine driving horse Saturday Temporarily Withdrawn From Entry.
A tract Of public
STOCK.
land embracing
GOLD IN THE BLACK HILLS.
evening. The animal broke one of its
thirteen townships in the Las Cruces
Kansas City, Mo.. May 16
aui.
The Burlington Route has recently
legs, and the injury was so severe that Hand
district has been temporarily market receipts, steady to strong.
it was necessary to shoot the animal.
booklet bearing the
issued a
VS. 25, South
withdrawn from entry by order of the
Native steers, fc4.u0
"Mines and Mining in the Black
title
Miss Earley sang a solo at the Pres84 35; Southern
secretary of the interior. The with ern steers. Jt:i. 75
Hills."
byterian Church yesterday morning drawal
3.75; native cows and
is made in order to examine cows, &a.2r (
The book is one which should be
which was thoroughly enjoyed by all the
and
Stockers
&
88.00
$4.80;
to determine whether it heifers,
read by every mining man in Colo
She has a sweet, clear so- shall territory
84.70; bulls, 82.50
present.
be added to the Cila River forest feeders, 83.35
83. SO; calves, 82.75
$5.00; western rado. It gives more information about
prano voice and sang with ranch ex- reserve.
oo
western cows, the mines of the Black Hills than has
St.
;
steers,
pression.
Trustee of School of Mines.
8:2.00 f $4 25,
ever before been placed between two
t
Letters addressed to Mr. Young, 363
Governor Otero lias accepted the
Sheep market receipts, steady.
covers. A copy will be mailed frev
New
York, resignation pf A. B. Fitch of Alagdalena
Henry Street, Brooklyn,
Muttons, $4 50 ($ 85 85' lambs, 85.0(1 on
application to the undersigned.
and the American Cereal Company. as a member of tin? board of trustees (t 86.115; Range wethers. 84 75
85.25;
Black Hills need Colorado mea
The
ta
25
are
Ewes.
85.00.
St.
Illinois,
S.,
Chicago,
Department
of the New Mexico School of Mines at
Several of the shrewdest
and
10.
money.
market,
in
Cattle,
held for postage in the postoffice
Chicago, May
Socorro and has appointed A. H. Hilton
men in this state have already investto easy.
receipts,
steady
this city.
of San Antonio. Socorro County, to (ill
Good to prune steors, 85.10
85.65; ed heavily in the Hills. The results
The city council will meet this eve- the vacancy. Mr. Fitch has resigned. ooor to medium,
84 90; stockers-an- so
84.10
far have been more than satisfac
a
in
left
has
and
lias
he
cows
session,
the Territory
Si. 75 g
ning
special
provided
feeders, 83.10 84 40;
(as
The completion of the Bui ling-ton- 's
tory.
85
84.60; canner.
quorum can be obtained. Get a move jtaken up his permanent residence in 81 35; heifers. 88
new
line to the Northwest brings
84 00;!
82 75; bulls, 83 00
on in the matter of the extension of San Francisco. California.
81.75
S'1"' 85; Texas
fed steers, the Black Hills within a night's rido
brick sidewalks and the construction
calves, 83 50
Certificate Designating Place and
of Denver. You can leave Denver to85.00,
84,25
of brick crossings.
Agent.
to
market
strung.
steady
receipts
night and be in Deadwood or Load
Sheep
The following certificate has been
Rabbi Jacob H. Kaplan of AlbuGood to choice wethers, 84.65 Q$85,50; City tomorrow afternoon.
Secin
tne filed in the office of the territorial
84.50;
querque, delivered a lecture
faif to choice mixed, 83.75
G. W. VALLERY,
Certificate designating agent western sheep, 84.50 (ot) 85.50: native
Odd Fellows' Hall last evening on "Joy retary:
Gen'l Agent, Burlington Route, Den-rtil 16.00'
c'iilincd
nllnnJ
r,ll
Si
lomhc
and
of
of
business
the
place
or Sorrow, Heaven or Hell, Which."
Prosper
ver- Col
The lecture was largely attended and Gold Mining and .Milling Company, of western Iambs. 84.75 a 80.10; wooled
86.90.
Hillsboro, principal place of business western lambs. 86.85
was interesting and instructive.
The New Mexican Printing Com.
There will be a meeting of the Wo- in the Territory. Hillsboro in Sierra
BUREAU NOTES.
S. Nolantl, Hillsis headquarters for engraved
W.
U.
S.
WEATHErt
and
pany
County
agent
man's Home Missionary Society of the
boro.
Forecast for New Mexico: Pair In cards de visite in New Mexico. Get
St. Johns Methodist Episcopal Church
south: showers in northeast portion to- your work done here and you will ba
t Mrs. Hookers on the south side. Case of Klasner vs. Lumley Decided.
of
The
board
lands
territorial
public
night or Tuesday: colder in northeast pleased in every particular.
fuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
made and adjourned a regular ses- portion tonight.
The best is not too good for the. 3oa
is
to
lie
member
Every
urged
present sion on
Saturday the thermometer registered Ton.
of last week. There
Thursday
'has were
The city board of education
temperature, 66
Governor Otero, chair- as follows: Maximum
at :.':oo p. m.; minimum 17
been called for a special session tin's man. present
degrees,
E.
L.
General
Solicitor
Bartlett
Keep your business ever Irefore tho
m. The mean temevening. It is hoped that a quorum and Land Commissioner A. A. Keen, degrees, at 2:15 a.
56
by advertising in your home
was
24
public
hours
for
the
degrees.
perature
will be present and that the matter
A decision was rendered in Relative
paper. A good advertiser a.ways lias
humidity, 50 per cent.
f the sale of the tracts in the Fort secretary.
the matter of the application for prefr iccess in any honest enterprise.
Precipitation, a trace.
Marcy Reservation not necessary for erence right to lease a school section
Yesterday tho inermotueter registered
school purposes, will be pushed.
of Mrs. L. A. Klasner and W. H. Lum- as follows. Maximum temperature, 0s
The Santa Fe today announces a ley. the section involved being l'i of degrees, at 4:2o p. in.; minimum, 42
When,
rate of $45.55 to Chicago are! return. township 11 south, range IS west. It degrees, at, 5:50 a. Utt. The mean
Tickets will be on sale daily from June was held that the preference of the temperature for tho 24 hours o was 55 de
per ceui.
tmmtdity.
Do
1st to September 30th good for return lease was due to Mrs. Klasner, but in grees, relative 0.18
w How
of an inch.
Precipitation,
alpassage until October 31st, and will
44
view of the improvements and occupam.
a.
6:00
today,
Temperature at
so be good to go via St. Lo uis one way tion for twelve years pasl by W. H. degrees.
If you want to rent houses sc
with a ten day stop over;at that pouit. Lumley of the part of the section
or rooms,
s
flty-twEvery Monday evening,
A New Mexican correspondent
If you want to sen" anyfrom south of the Rio Hondo it was held
Torrance wires that a very good and that Mrs. PCiasner should lease that times a year, the New Mexican Printthing,
If you want to find any lost
extensive isiin has fail n in tha.1 v- part of W. H. Lumley at the same rate ing Company pays to its employes over
busicinity and during the past few days, as she paid per acre to the Territory $400. This money aii goes to the
article,
that the rsnges have been greatly ben- for the entire section; if Lumley failed iness men of Santa Fe. Send us your
and
business
efitted and that the outlook for cattle to accent this decision, then a com- printing, advertise your
ADVERTISE IN
and slieeji in that section is encour- mission of three disinterested persons show that you appreciate enterprise.
THE NEW MEXICAN
Ws to be named which would appra ise
aging ami improving.
Coronado Tent City Band will be
For forty years the Recognized
The Sonera of the late J. Matthew (lie value of Lumley's improvements
Breedeu occurred fram the residence and thereafter these could be pur- here- Friday. May 20th,
Advertising Meditam off
SANTA FE
of his irephew. Dr. J. H. Sloan, this af- chased 'iy Mrs. Klasner at the
value. Several leases were
ternoon. at 2 : 30 o'clock, Interment was
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK
made In Fairview
Rev. canceled on account of none payment
The Mexican Central has
recently
Cemetery.
....
W. A. Cooper of the Methodist Episco- etf rem and suits were ordered insti
jiaced on sale tickets to New York and
pal Onirch conducted:! the services and tuted itv) collect trrears of taase money return going via the Mexican Central
Charles Wagner was funeral director. ifftte She Territory upon the notes giv to either Vera Cruz or Tampico; thence
to secure rent by the parties to 1a the famous Ward
Fischer's Sarsap.rilla, the best blood en
Steamship Line
were originally
whom
the leases
is
.made
and
to New York. The return will be by
sold
known,
purifier
by awarded. Several
of
leas
the Fischer Drug Company of this city, es were authortxed. assignments
over any line to El Paso. The en
The Saline Lakes rail
fhis is the season of the year when or
tire
trip covering thousands of miles,
commonly Known as "San bake in
the blood needs purifying and the sys- Moro
Havana.
Cuba, and its famous
fttoo Soraa. western Socorro County Were ordered Castle, Newport and a dozen of the
t.imrnnp'h flp'iaiiyiriP'
nah tla a trial. Attention is called to
United States.
to go largest cities of the
the advertisement on page tight which der. The proceeds of the leases
de
tan be made for $122.5. A more
funds
the
of
to
credit
the
maintenance
States that the entire space is reserved
Al- lightful trip cannot be planned as stop
at
New
Mexico
of
'of
(he
Cnivefslry
for ttliis firm and 'that important anbuquerque. F. W. Clancy of Albtv over privileges are allowed and the
nouncements may ine expected.
are good for one year from the
president of the hoard of requenpie,
The specials advertised by the Santa gents of the
Mexiof
sale. The trip includes the City
of
New
date
University
Fe Hardware and Supply Company co at
was authorized and of Mexico, tne "Paris of America,"
Albuquerque
tli is week are Johnson's floor restorer, directed to
appear before tho register Further information can be secured by
and floor wax. and Lacqneret, "the and receiver of the I. S. land office at
addressing W. S. Mead, C. R. Hudson,
dainty decorator," "that matfs old fur- Las Cruces on 'the Kith of June to de- general passenger agent, or W.
D.
niture look like new and is very easily fend fLe rights nf the Territory to
assistant general passenger
Murdock,
A
of
new
fine
enameled re
applied.
saline lands sought to be set agent.
frigerators have jtist been received. aside by the coiimissioner of the genPoultry netting, screen wire and gat-de- eral laiatl office.
The last batch of Scratch Pads adtools are very much in demand at
for sale by the New Mexican
vertised
this season of the j ear. They can all
Printing Company went like hot cakes
be had at the Santa Fe Hardware and WILL SETTLE LONG
We did not
such a. run. We;
Supply Company's store.
DISPUTED QUESTION have turno ' expec
froni our
cases
were
The following
tried be
bl&dery a iaig:ir quantity than ever
fore Jose M. Garcia, police magistrate
Euilding of the Elephant Butte Dam and can supply yo: for a limited time
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CQ...
this morning: The city of Santa Fe
Will Satisfy the Demands of
a 10 cents per pound. The best paper Dealers, Santa Fe. N. M.
versus Atlano Gold, drunkenness: lined
Residents of Mexico.
is used in making them.
They are
$5 and tost. In default of the Sine and
At a meeting of the Chamber of just the thing " r offices, stores, and
costs he was given ten days in jail at
El Paso last week it was especially for use in the schools. Comt
hard labor. On appeal he gaw bond Commerce of
announced
that
the long discussed ir- quiok as they will not last long.
in the turn of 850. His boiidsmon
were H. L. Ortiz and Ricardo Alarid. rigation reservoir question involving
El Past, southern New Mexico
MONEY'S DIGEST.
and
J?
The city of Santa Fe versus T. S. EdffiSSU ZONING J
The New IWexican Printing Com.Mexico, would probably be settled by
mund, vagrancy. He was lined $20 the
made
has
building of the Elephant Butte pany
arrangement!
and costst and in default of the fine
dam by the United
with
of Money's Digest
States
the
governpublisher
was
he
NOW Hi ITS 39th YEAR
given 30 days in the county ment. If residents along the Rio Gran- of the New Mexico
reports to sell the
jail.
The leading mining periodica! of the
de on the Mexico side are allowed to same at the reduced price of $6.50,
world, with the stroiyeFt editorial ,ufi of
Welcome showers are predicted for use the water, Mexico will withdraw delivered in any
any technical publication.
pa' of the Territory.
tonight and Tuesday and colder weath- its claim of f 2,000,000 against the Uni- This price will hold good only for a
Subscription S5.CJ a year (including
U. S., Canadian, Mexican postage. )
er in the north portion tonieht. On ted States for the alleged
depriving limited time in order to reduce the
Sample copy free. Send for Book Catalogue.
Saturday the maximum temperature the residents of Juarez and settle- stock so as to pay for the publishing
was uu degrees at 2 u. m. ami tho min ments below of their water
The
Engineering and Mining Journal
of
the book.. This price is subject to
supply.
imum 47 degrees at 2:15 a. m. The rel The Elephant Butte dam will cost
261 BroiaVay,
.New York
sev- withdrawal
without notice, cash to
ative humidity for the day wa 50 per eral millions of dollars.
accompany each order.
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Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios
Bankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnet
and Other Gems,
SPFrTAT
To have the best of everything in the line.

tv

s

1

1,-5-
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FOR
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Trunks,

Sl;

v;

e

Valises,
Telescopes,
Suit Cases,
GOTO

-

'

CO,

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
0E0.W.

HtCKOX, President

j

Jt

Sec'y and Treas.

S. G. CARTWRIGHT,

Butchers, Bakers, Grocers

250 San Francisco Street,
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49.
No.

flour is made has reen kept tap to date
and contains the best machinery for
producing the highest grade product of
the miller's art. Many of the mtost
critical buyers Br Santa Fe have used
this flour for twenty years. If you care
not using it now a trial wSJl pror-r- to

COFFEE VALUES.
It is difficult, if not impossible, to
match the values we give our custome-er- s
in roasted coffees. We buy the best
coffees we can find and sell them on a
small margin of profit. But more than
that, we handle fresh roasted coffee.
Freshness is just as important as quality. We buy in small quantities and
keep our stock moving. The following are some of our best brands.
Any of them can be duplicated at almost any time. Occasionally, owing to
our policy of carrying small stocks to
insure freshness we may be out of ome
particular brand for a day or two.
Gh-- se
& Sanborn's Seal Brand, 1
.40
and 2 pound cans, per pound..
Chase & Sanborn's SOUTH SEA
.25
Blend, 1 pound cartons, per lb. .
Pure Cream Java and Mocha, 3
pound cans, each
Perndell Mocha and Java, 1 and 2
40
pound cans
Tfomloii Mocha and Java blend. 1.00
pound cartons, .35, 3 for
Ferndell Albion biend, 1 pound

your advantage..
50

5XKITJ&

sack, only 150.

FERNDCELL PRODUCTS.
We secured the agency tor the IFern-debrand of ;pure foods several yea s
ago. The possibilities in the Vv'ay of
selling high grade pure foods were unknown Jo us. We have found by experience that there is a largo and growing
class of consumers in Santa Fe that
appreciate tne efforts of She makers of
this brand of food to produce something above the ordinary. All kinds of
canned vegetables, all kends of. canned
fruits, catsup, exquisitely delicious preserves., the finest quality of rice in cotton s&wk tapioca, sago, cocea, etc.,
are among the many articles that
may now toeSiad under tX-- FERNDELLbrand.
26
cartons
1 pound Jars preserves, each
40
IMPERIAL FLOUR.
G5
We never crow tired telling the good 2 pound jars preserves, each
3 pound saCfcs rice
35
ncur
of
qualities
imperialcan
30
no
bottles
Pint
better
catsup
be,
and
there
is,
There
20
flour made. None but the best selected 3 pound cam: sweet potatoes
25
wheat is used. The mill in which this 3 pound cans sugar beets
ll
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On Our

lew Funiltie
Handsome Baby Carriages and
Go-Car- ts

of the Latest Makes

New and Second Hand
Will furnish your house from the

kitchen to the garret for cash or

on

The Installment Plan.
No trouble to show vou through the
establishment wheteryou buy or not

and if you buy will deliver goods free

.D. S. LOWITZKL
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IRELAND'S PHARMACY

HeaJqtiates lot Writing Tablets, and High

Grade Stationery
The Most Complete Line Ever Shown in Santa Fe

PRICES TO SUIT EVERYBODY.

i

i

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, May 16, 1904.
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FAIR EXCHANGE.

INDIAN BLANKETRY.

New Back for an Old One. How it
is Done in Santa Fe.
The "back question" is one that interests everybody, old and young. Few
indeed arc they whose back has never
had an ache or pain. "Old backs"
and "young backs" are more than ofthey
ten "bad backs." Sometimes
ache with that dull burdensome feeling which make you weary and list
less, then they have pains shooting
across the region of the Kidneys; then
a." In the back is lame, ofttimes so
lame that to stoop is agony. No no
plastering or rubbing a back in th
condition, you can't reach the cause
It comes from the Kidneys. If yob
would change the bad back for a net
and stronger one. follow the example
of a Santa Fe citizen, who tells you
how in the following words:
Tomas Quintana of San Miguel si.,
says: "When I noticed Doan's Kidney
Pills advertised in a Santa Fe paper, 1
caiin- to the conclusion that they would
be just the treatment required by Sirs.
Quintana. She suffered from backache
I cannot tell for bow long, but very often she was unable to do the slightest
housework. More than once I have
seen her scarcely able to move about
the house. With the intention of testing the remedy thoroughly, I went to
Ireland's Pharmacy for. a box of Doan's
Kidney Pills and she commenced the
treatment. Sh" took a second box and
then a third when the last, attack of
backache stopped and for eight months
she has had complete immunity from
pain. Something novel in her existence."
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
a box. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
the name Doan's and
Remember
take no other.
A

J.

w

be-in-

The EI Paso Northeastern System
TO

THE FRONT WITH RATES TO

Saint Louis, Kansas City and Saint Joseph, Missouri,
Atchison and Leavenworth, Kansas.

For Round Trip

$25:00
From

EI

Paso, Texas.

ErrrEE
and

Tickets on Sale May

17

31, 1904.

Don't miss this opportunity to see

The WorldiFair.
For Detailed Information Call on

Liberal Return Limit
t. H. HKALY,

d

A N. BROWN,

Passerine Agent, El

To

Pa-o-

G.

P. A

Texas.

.

the World's Fair

I would advise voa to go to the WorlcJQFair

this summer.

I

as good

It will be a liberal education-almo- st
as a trip around the world.

It promises to be the biggest and best exposition of
the century.

S3

would like to sell your family their tickets over
Chi Santa Fe. I really believe it is the best line to
1

take.

Three.
Continued from
and belts, hair and legging tics, all of
value.
which are today of priceless
There Is nu one who can put a price
s
on a fine specimen of this order, it
simply worth what the holder asks
for it.
The second class is partly good, as
it retains to some extent both in weave
and eoior some of the old trails, and
serve collectors
will in a measure
With that part of them which is of the
old type.
The third class, with the exception
of those made from the natural colblack
ored wools which are white
and gray and of good weave, are
nothing for a collector and should be
put aside, as they have been produced
for market demands, coarsely made
and of aniline dyes. To these may be
added those of Germantown,
Zephyr,
Saxony and all other yarns, the former
being ruined with the dye and the latter not representing an aboriginal article, which is of no consequence, and
being likewise of poor colors.
As to designs, some have meaning,
others not. For instance, the cross
represents the four cardinal points of
the compass, and also good luck;-theyou have the male and female lightning, the latter being designated by
cow, repthe blunt end; the
resenting sacred inspiration or the
horizon; the rain and sun clouds, the
wind and animals the sun. moon and
stars, and the wall of Troy, the latter
representing our path of life in thjs
and the other world. These are about
all the designs that have specific meanings in blanketry. and several of these
put together, may convey quite a history or tale.
Colors to some extent also have their
Red
as for instance;
meaning,
strength, delight, etc.; blue Truth,
fidelity, sincerity, etc.; white purity
innocence, etc.; black piety, sorrow,
command or rule.
Much care should be exercised by
the uninformed in the selection or purchase of a fine good old weave, as
there are too man;- dealers who style
'themselves judges of such articles,
'but in fact know nothing at all about
them, and have simply taken up this
line of business for pecuniary benefits;
and I may also refer to many tourists
who chance to spend a few days in this
section of the country and then put
themselves before their friends, and
the public as experts, when in fact
they have as yet the fundamental
principles to learn. This does not
alone annlv to them in blanketry, but
also in many other respects. I would.
therefore, suggest to any one who cares
to purchase an old weave blanket, or
anything else, to go to a reputable
dealer in the respective line.
Pa-j-

You will

think

after

so. too,

H. S. Lutz Agt., A. T.
Santa Fe,

a trial.

C& S. F.
N. M.

Ry

MILITARY INSTITUTE
& NEW MEXICO
ROSWULL. NEW MEXICO.

f

i

1

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.

SKULL OF

SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS,

all graduates of Standard Eastern CoNew buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comall conveniences.
baths. watT-workplete: steam-heateBOARD
$200
and
LAUNDRY,
per session. Session is
TUITION,
cfaree terms nf thirteen weeks each.
ROSWELL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above

Workmen at the Zunl Reservoir
Unearth Fossil Smithsonian
stitute Has Been Notified.

s.

REGENTS Nathan Jaffa,
tod B. A. Cahoon.
For particulars address

Reed, R. S. Hamilton,
COL.

J.

W. WILLSON,

J.

C.

Site
In-

The skull of an extinct animal was
discovered last week hy the workmen
who are doing the excavating for the
Zuni reservoir in process of construe
tion near Zuni. The skull was two
inches thick and was about the size of
a cow's head, but had horns fourteen
inches long protruding from the sides
of the skull. The aperature for the

well-watere-

sea-leve-

M.

EXTINCT
ANIMAL FOUND

lleges.

W.

AN

Lea

Supt.

eyes were directly under the horns.
the place where the skull was
CO Near
found, the men also found a rib three
feet Ions and a thigh bone over two
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
feet in length and of unusual thickness. The Smithsonian Institute has
Ortnaware. Glassware, Picture Frames and Moldings Stoves and Ranges
will probMade to Order
Goods Bold on Easy Payments been notified of the And, and
ably send some one to investigate it.

TlfE qAS. WAGJ4EH FURJSITUIE
ftre

POSITIVE NECESSITY.
Having to lay upon my bed for 14
days from a severely bruised leg, I
only found relief when I used a bottle
I can
of Ballard's Snow Liniment.
cheerfully recomiu nd it as the best
medicine for bruises ever sent to the
afflicted. It has now become a positive
necessity upon myself. D. R. Byrnes,
Merchant, Doverville, Texas. 25c. 50c.
$1.00 at Fischer Drug Co.
A

CHARLES WAGfiER

"Licensed Embalmer,"
10.
Night Calls Answered

Telephone

San Francisco Street.

from residence

Telephone No.

x.

Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican

office.

1904 rJMay- -. 1904

Attorney at Law

and Notary Pablic

Sun
"

rap

8

Real Estate

i"'jT jm
10
8

BUYER

O

ft eucy

15

16

17

23

3Li

34

39

30

3

Jiew Home Bakery

10

cents per pound

at the

1ft

19

so

SI

9f

30

7

38

l

1
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It will pay you to advertise.

o

FRESH

Bread, Cakes, Pies
DELIVERED EVERY

it

Masonic.

DAY

MONTEZUMA LODGB
No. 1, A., F. and A. SI
Regular communication fir.-:- t
Monday in
each month at Masoan
Hall at 7:30 p. m.

Special Orders Can Be Left at
KAUNE'S GROCERY

Mrs. E. Helbig.

Upper Palace Avenue.

Try

SOCIETIES.

s. spitz;, w.

m.

P. CRICHTON, Secretary

Phone 39.

SANTA FE CHAPTER.
No. 1, R. A. M. Regula'
convocation second Monday in each month at Mi
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

WANTS iff
AND

MISCELLANEOUS

ADS

e

papers at

f4

G

IS

Infc-ma-ti-

SANTA FE COMMANDER?
No. 1, K. T. Regular
fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hail at
7:30 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
m

New Mexican. This is scrap paper put
up in pads and Is less thu.n the papei
originally cost. Only a limited supply.

5
11

Lands and houses fcr sale. Home- INFORMATION BUREAU OF
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
steads located. Rents collected. Titles
A St. Louis World's fair information
examined. Conveyancing, etc, etc.
bureau has been established at 800
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charga
ot Phil P. Hiixhcock, where
will be cheerfully iundshsd.

Follow the crowd to the Bon Ton.
Keep your business ever before the
public by adv rtiring in your home
ANY ONE desiring male help of anj
paper. A good advertiser always has
success in any honest enterprise.
kind please notify Alan R. MoCord
Secretary Capital City Band.
Quick Arrest.
FOR SALE Standard make, up
J. A. Gulledge, of Verbena, Ala., was
twice in the hospital from a severe case right piano in good condition. One-hal- f
F. M. Box
of piles causing 24 tumors. After doc- its regular cost. Address
tors and all remedies failed, Bucklen's 331,
Arnica Salve quickly arrested further
inflammation and cured him. It conFURNISHED ROOMS FOR RENT
quers and kills pain. 25c. at Fischer A few comfortably furnished rooms
with use of bath. Apply at Claire HoDrug Co.
'
tel.
Pains.
and
Aches
Growing
Mrs. Josie Sumner, Bremond, Texas,
GIRL WANTED To do house work
writes, April 15, 1902: "I have used and cooking in small family. Apply at
Ballard's Snow Liniment in my family the New Mexican Printing office for
for three years. I would not be with- more particular information.
out it in my house. I have used it on
AGENTS make $ti daily selling the
my little girl for growing pains and
aches in her knees. It cured her right cheapest and most perfect Water Filaway. I have also used it for frost ter ever invented. Retails at $2. Big
bitten feet with good success. 'It is profit. Exclusive territory.
Seneca
the best liniment I ever used " 25c, 50c. Filter Co., Seneca, Mo.
and $1.00. Fischer Drug Co.
OTERO'S SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS
Hotel and bath house.s now open to
Engraved visiting cards with' or without plate furnished by the N(w Mexi- the public. Store in connection for the
can Printing Company.
accommodation of campers.
R. C. FREELOVE. Manager.
HERBINE
Will overcome indigestion and dyspepPure Whiskey. How do you know it
sia; regulate the bowels and cure liver is? You can see it drawn from the
and kidney complaints. It is the best original package. Purity guaranteed
blood enricher and invigorator in the by the government of the U. S. "Teleworld. It is purely vegetable, perfect- phone 94." "The Wine Store."
ly harmless, and should you be a sufferer from disease, you will use it if you
HUSBAND WANTED.
are wise.
Refined, educated
widow, highest
R. N. Andrews, ditor and manager, moral
tall, good looking,
standing,
Cocoa and Rockledge News, Cocoa, cheerful, sunny nature,
entirely unen
Fla., writes: "I have used your Her-bin- cumbered and independent, desires the
in my family, and find it a most
acquaintance of a gentleman similarly
excellent medicine. Its effects upon situated. Highest references given
myself have been a marked benefit. I and exchanged. Object matrimonv.
recommend it unhesitatingly." 50c. at Address A. B. C New York Herald.
Fischer Drug Co.
N. Y., Box 530.
bCRATCH PAPER.

Frl

III San Francisco Street, Sania Fe, N. M.

-

Made from ledger, linen, flat and book

ToeWd

Moo

J

.3.

cos-?lav-

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
of PYTHIAS Regular meeting every Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
Knights given a cordial welcome.
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance
I.. O. O. F.

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. W,
Meets every Friday evening In Odd
Fellows Hall, San Francisco
street
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. O.
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
A. O. U. W.

GOLDEN LODGE, No. 3, O. O. U. W.
Meets every second and fourth Wed-

nesday at

o p. m.
C. C. PIERCE, Master
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.

Workma

B. P O. ELKS.

SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. Oft
Holds its regular Eession on the
second and fourth Wednesdays
of
each month. Visiting brothers are In
vited and welcome.
A. L. MORRISON, JR., E. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.
meets every Thursday eve at Odd
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visitlaf
chiefs cordially invited.
OF INTEREST TO ALL.
C. L. BIShOP, Sachem.
The Goldie Watch Shop formerly
with Blain's Bazaar, has moved in A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
with the Santa Fe Filigree Manufac
turing Company, 208 Don Caspar Ave
Cloudcroft!
For handsome desnue. xV more appropriate place for criptive literature and detailed inforgood first class watch
repairing as mation as to rates, etc., address A. N.
well as clocks, typewriters and sewing Brown. G. F. & P. A., El Paso, Northmachines, popular prices. All work eastern System, El Paso, Texas.
fully guaranteed.
GOLDIE CHAPMAN.

Whooping Cough.
"In the spring of 1901 my children
had whooping cough," says Mrs. D. W.
Capps, of Capps, Ala. "I used Chamberlain's Cough Remedy with the most
satisfactory results. I think it is the
Coronado Tent City Band will be
best remedy I have ever seen for here Friday,
May 20th.
Thick and juicy steaks at Bon Ton. whooping cough." This remedy keeps
the cough loose, lessens the severity
lunch counter at Bon Ton.
One of the gre-te- pt
blessings a mod- and frequency of the coughing spells
est man can wish fc is a good, reliable and counteracts any tendency toward
sot of bowels. If you are not the happy pneumonia. For sale by all druggists.
possessor of such an outfit you can
CURE
L.UNCS
greatly improve the efficiency of those JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
you have by the judicious use of Cham
w
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets has prepared civil and criminal dockets
use
for
the
of
of
the
Justices
to
especially
are
and
take
They
agree
pleasant
aide in effect. For sale by all drug peace. They are especially ruled, with
printed headings, in either Spanish or
gists.
English, made of good record
paper,
Price
ronreuKPiian
Coronado Tent City Band will be strongly and durably bound with leathomm and
50c &$ 1.00
er back and covers and canvas sides;
here Friday. May 20th.
OS
Frse Trial.
have a full index in front and the fees
if Justices of the peace and constables
Surest and Quickest Cure for all
Cured His Mother of Rheumatism.
THROAT and LUNG TROUB
printed in full on the first page. The
"My mother has been a sufferer for pages are 10
inches. These hooks
LES, or MONET BACK.
many years with rheumatism," says W. are made up In civil and criminal doc
H. Howard, of Husband, Pa. "At times
kets, separate, of 320 pages each or with"
she was unable to move at all, while both civil and criminal bound in one
at times walking was painful. I pre book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages crimsented her with a bottle of Chamber inal. To introduce them they are offer- lain's Pain Balm and after a few appli ed at the following low prices:
cations she decided it was the most
Civil or criminal
$4 00'
wonderful pain reliever she had ever
THE GUARANTEED
Combination civil and criminal 6 00..
tried, in fact, she is never without it For 45 cents additional for a single
now and is at all times able to walk. docket or 65 cents additional for a comAn occasional application of Pain Balm bination docket, they will ba sent
by
keeps away the pain that sh was for- mall or prepaid express. Cash in full
merly troubled with." For sale by all must accompany order. State plainly
druggists.
whether English or Spanish printed
heading is wanted. Address
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO..
THE CHILDREN'S FAVORITE TONIC.
The Santa Fe announces another ser
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
WARE Or IMITATIONS.
ies of homcseekers' tickets from points
THE GENUINE PREPARED ONLY BY
in the middle west to New Mexico and
Old papers for sale at the New Mex Ballard-Sno- w
Liniment Co.
Arizona, the rate for the round trip
ST. LOUI8. MO.
will bf one fare nlus 12 and
will lean office.
For Sale By
be good for 21 days from date of sale.
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
I They will be sold every fir.-- ' and third
Cloudcrofr, "Nature's Roof Garden."
Santa Fe, N. M.
Season June 1& to September 30, 1901
Tuesday from May to December.

Santa Fe

Filpe

and

Jewelry MaoDfactnriDi Co.

the

Dr. King'
New Disci mi

Yes you are right, the Burlington is
still the best line from Denver to St. Louis
and Chicago, as it has always been.
You know the reasons Burlington
trains over Burlington rails all the way-cl- ean

and comfortable cars fast and reliable schedules courteous and obliging
employes good meals in Burlington
dining cars.
Two trains daily
to Chicago and St. Loir

Ticket Office.

W VALLERY, General Agent,

DENVER.

Silver Filigree

0

N. Mondragon, Mgr.

--

.

lunhlin Building, Dn Gasoar Avenue.

WHITE'S

Cream Vermifuge ! Stock
WORM

REMEDY

1039 17th St.

e

K. OF P.

KILLthe COUGH

(Yes, it's the
i Burlington.

G

J. F. WIELANDY,

In the
MUTUAL

BUILDING

& LOAN

ASSOCIATION

Of Santa Fe
$1.40 per share and matures when worth S200. The last

w.rth

Is

dividend wts nearly 9 per cent.
Dividends are credited every six
months
NOW! Is the time to start in.
Further Information furnished by

R.

J. CRICHTON, Secretary,

Office:

With I.

Ostein rflock, Up Htnir
B. & R. H. HANNA.

M

jjj

jj

1

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, May

THE

CLAIRE HOTEL

M'K N LEY COUNTY.
George W. Wells of Gallup, lias
been allowed $274 on account of a
claim of $1,600 Bled against the govern
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.
ment for Indian depredations.
Bishop J, M. Kendrick of the EpisThe most conveniently located and only lire-proand steam-heate- d
copal Church held services ai the
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing Episcopal Church in Gallup Sunday.
L. L. Henry, formerly a resident of
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
Gallup, and who has until recently
connedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men
& conducted a trading store at Blue water
has moved to Albuquerque with his
family where he will resume the pracAMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
tice of law.
The next session of the District
Court of McKinley County will begin
Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Building June (!. The jury commissioners appointed to select the grand and petit
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STRIiET.
juries are C. N. Cotton. J. H. Codding-toand F. W. Meyers.
The railroad bridge just east of Gal
LOOK AT THE CLOUDS FROM THE TOP lup, was discovered to be on fire Saturday shortly before the limited was
due. The damage to the bridge was
You
And
small. The Are was probably caused
do
OUR TRAINS. We go
by sparks from an engine.
By the sudden stopping of a west
in
bound frieght in the yards at Gallup
Tuesday, an empty refrigerator car
was broken in two as completely as
though it had been cut with a saw
The citizens of Gallun recently held
a meeting to make arrangements for
Two
a celebration the Fourth of July, John
All
Arm was elected chairman and C. M.
Sabin secretary of the meeting. After
discussing the object of the meeting,
Address the undersigned for full and reliable information.
the following committee was appointW. D. MURDOCK, A. G. P. A.,
A. DULOHERY,
ed to solicit funds: Peter Kitchen, J.
Commercial Agent, El Paso, Texas, H. Coddington and J. M. Carman.
City of Mexico.
The town hoard of Gallup at their
recent meeting appointed William
as marshal. The following
committees were appointed:
Finance.
Alsdorf and Young: water, Young and
Patching; streets. Bono and Patching;
health, Alsdorf and Bono. The hours
for watering lawns were made from

can

tyexkan Central Railway
Thousand Miles of Track

With Its

the Principal Places

Reaches

of Interest and Note.

axwel! Grant,

Attorney at Law and

I

n

so see the Silver Lining.
it from
above them
places.

THE

J. P. VICTORY

TOPICS.

TERRITORIAL

6, J 904.

seal Estate
il7

San

ipt

Francisco Street. Santa Fe,

N.

FARMING

These farming lands with perpetual water rights an now bein offered
for sale In tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with perpetual water ijilit,-' from 817 10 935 per acre, according to location. Payments may be made In ten year stall merits. Alfalfa, grains, fruits tt
ail kinds, and HUgar b el grow to perfection.

M

--

.',EAL ESTATE LOANS.
Money to loan upon real estate secur
i";' on easy terms.

11

GOLD MINES.

HOMES.
I have a nice cottage (double) tlx
rooms on one side, 4 on
the other;
wner occupies 4 rooms and the re
rent for $25 a month; good neighbor
hood; ample space to erect other bull'
ana
lings on same street; stables
nher outbuildings; the price asked
very low.
ri
senn
van

On this (Jraut, about forty miles west of Springer, X. M.. are the gold
niiiiiug districts of Klizabetbtowa and Haldv. where Important niinerai
discoveries have laiely been made. CI&I'O on unlocat d ground may bo
made under the mining regulation! ot n,e company, which are as favorable to the prospector as the lT S. government laws.
.

Near Raton. N. M., on Uiis grant, are located the Coal Mines of the
Raiou Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
good wanes for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming or
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

ata a Bargain
1

cozy nomes on
Manhattan avenue, one a now stone
house with all modern improvements;
the other an adobe-brichouse,
rooms; fruit and vegetable garden;
ity water, hydrant and tank; 70 choice
fruit trees; currant and raspberrj
bushes; lot 80 by 265 feet. The stone
house will be rented.

The Maxwell Land Grant Co

k

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
I have several business blocks foi
sale on this great mart of trade, some
of them producing more than eight
per cent, net, on purchase price asked

RATON. NEW MEXICO

Not Luck But Results,
Tbat is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo
ple with our fine

CERRIUOS

51

lift

JS.

k.

hnice.

Santa Fe,

Prop.

B. iJt lOKKf,

1

J

3

N. M.

BKV ItOTHE

(P

9

I

j& j&

Clcb Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
j? s 4jf

Corner Railroad Avenue find Socond Street
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE

HOLESALE GROCERS
Stationery,
Grain, Float and Potatoes
Sundries.
Grocers'
and
Medicines
Patent

INTONIO JOSEPH,

Oustanding Assurance
1903

Income
Assets
Assurance Fund and all
other liabilities
Surplus
Paid Policy holders

-

RHOGLE

Legal Blanks
aoiecsi

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

In

Stock and for Sale by
J&

s

THE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING COMPANY.

GAXISTEO STREET

Night

Calls

JPOB

it

'PHONE

141

I can sell you large tracts of lan
suitable for mining coal or the produ
Con of timber.
JZ?
JE?
CATTLE AND SHEEP RANGES.
MINING BLANKS.
In all parts of the Territory, and
Amended Location Notice, 2 sheet.
ne in Wyoming
sheet
Agreement of Publisher.
Proof of eLabor, 4 sheet.
I will take
rleasure in showing
sheet.
Lode Mining Location,
prospective investors desirable bull
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
ing rites in the neighborhood of the
Title Bond to Mining Property, M Capitol, and in the vicinity 01 uu
sheet.
Presbyterian church, and other localTitle Bond and Lease of Mining Prop- ities of the city which in a few years
will be worth double the present askerty, 2 sheet.
ing price.
Mining Deea, 2 sheet
Mining Lease, 2 sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement. 2 sheet ROOMS: FURNISHED OR UNFURCoal Declaratory Statement and PowNISHED.
Affer of Attorney and
Furnished or unfurnished rooms In
idavit, 2 sheet.
all parts of the city.
Single, or en
Notice of Klght to Water. 4 sheet suite, for light housekeeping. Some a
Forfeiture, orPublishlng Out Notice, them' within five minutes walk of
4
sheet.
Plaza.
STOCK BLANKS.
OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing VenAt El Cuervo, 10 miles from the B
dor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
(In books 25 blanks, 40c. per book.) Isiand road, I can sell you about 640
Bill of Sale, Animals Not
excellent
grazing
Bearing acres; patented;
land.
Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive and HanTry a New Mexican want "ad."
dle Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
Brand. 2 sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han-dj- e
Animals Not Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand, 2 sheet.
For Fine Photos.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet

For Prospective Purchasers
of Building Lots in Estancia

Estancia has GOOD WATER, SOFT WATER, PURE WATER,
RAILROAD WATER, CLEAR WATER and PLENTY ot WATER

,

.

RUSSEL SAGE'S ADVICE,
"Young man, Buy Real Estate,"
Will soon rank with Horace Greely's aphorism,
"YOUNG MAN QO WEST!"
"If you are going to do a good thing, do it in the best way," is
another maxim of which ?qn w:u Appreciate the force ''if you will either
call on or comrr. ;cate with Hi F. CLARKE BEFORE BUYING TOWN
i.0TS ELSEWHERE.
BE WISE.
Put your money into land Own a Town Lot and Home.
Do like your fathers did buy good property in a live town, and
your children will rise up and call ou blessed.
It is entirely safe to presume that within a very short time the
town of ESTANCIA will be one of the liveliest, largest and most substantial towns in this section of the southwest.
THE
desired at once.
Be sure and write for all information
PRICE OP THESE LOTS WILL INTEREST YOU.
TERM8 TO SUIT.
Adddrese all comunlcations to
W. P. 3LARKE,
SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.
Over a million teres 01 land op a for Homesteaders in the ESTANCIA VALLEY good soil sad plenty of water, which cm be had from
1

?

i
'

tight to ttlxtJ fret

,

mi, inn.

iiMsiiri

7

TfiTi

-

307.871.897.50
73.354,138.03
34,949.672.27

JAMES W. ALEXANDER, President.
JAMES H. HYDE,
EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,

--

Vice-Preside-

nt.

Albuquerque, N. M.
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M.

1- -2

THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME

73.718.350.93
381.226.035.53

1903

COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.

-4

RESIDENCE

322.047.968.00

1903

N. M.

Best of Kefeence Given as an EMBALMER,

Proprietor

$1,409,918,742.00

Assurance Issued

PROMPT ATTKNTION GIVKN MAIL OKUER8.

A.

HOT SPRIjVGS.

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY

H. B, Cartwright & Bro.,

f--E,

CZFITIL. COAL YARD

THE

IINCORPORATEDB

SANTA

FIBE WOOD

K1A-ney-

V

BOTHE, Proprietors.
&

E R O

--

When Yon Coins to Albuquerque Don't Forget J J

QUICKEL

M

WB

0J0 CAUEJVTE

"OUR PLACE"

Will Be Found a Full Line of Table Wines for Family Trade.
Orders by Telephone Will Be Promptly Filled : : : : :

g w.

COAL

O N
OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES.
1 have several other commercial
and
business propositions to submit those de
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
to
enter mercautilo life and to
siring
That there is some difference
grow up with the new era of prosperity
in wood.
Our wood is the best
now coming in with the Santa Fe Central Railway.
to be had & always at your call.
CHURCHES.
Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.
I am authorized to dispose of the Congregational Church, on the south side,
eenvenient to the contemplated Union OFFICK: (iariieUl Avenue, Near A, T. & 8. F. Depot
tone No. 85
5 to 7 p. m,
Depot. It stands upon two lots, and will
R. J. Washburn formerly cashier for be sold
cheap, or the building will be
the Santa Fe at Gallup, but now cashrod and leased to responsible par
repa
ier at Williams, Arizona, was united in ties.
marriage at the Methodist parsonage
THERE ARE OTHERS.
in Williams to Mrs. Bertha Baker, of
Several small houses, some stont.
Chicago.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are lo these waters has been thoroughly
The Standard Oil Company, will some brick, others frame, upon my
in the midst of the Ancient Cliff ed by the miraculous cures attested t
oted
build a warehouse in Gallup on lots books, which I vould be glad to show
diseases: Paralysis
miles west of in the following
near the Aztec switch. The company an intended purchaser. They are de wellers, twenty-fiv- e
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, "niiiiiiinptl .
of
school.
and
from
the
miles
the
lots
aos,
Santa
north
situate
and
will
be sold
fifty
J,
purchased
sirably
s,
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the
Stephen Canavan of Gallup, has cheap.
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-"jic- a
Mercurial
and
Syphilitic
AJfe.
been appointed delegate for McKinley
ORCHARDS.
Station, on the Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, a
County to the national and internationGrande
Railway, from wlch point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Boar
I
a
In
have
also
ranch
a
fruit
high
al good roads convention to be held in
tate of cultivation, in the suburbs, daily line of stages run to the Springs, lodging and bathing, $2.60 per day; ftt
St. Louis May 1'!.
with a building site overlooking thi the temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meet
entire city of Santa Fe. On it there U from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa 9t
Good eating at the Bon Ton.
an artificial reservoir, the only one or carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate train upon request. This resort la at
delightful the year tractive at all seasons, and la open afl
Its kind in the city, 12 feet or more Ik very dry and
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Is new
a commodious winter. Passengers for Ojo CaUat4
depth, holding over 125,000 gallons 01 round. There
of invalids can leavs Santa Fe at 9 a. m.,
hotel
convenience
for
the
constantly replenished, from
Palace: J. L. Bridge. Trinidad; water,
be irrigated and tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Callente at 4 p. m. the
can
the
which
whole
place
George W. Stitzel, Denver: J. L. Har- daily
the summer, and which 1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from Santa
ris, Paducah, Kentucky: Darby A. Day, could during
be
stocked
with ih. The land gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For furtk -Albuquerque; Jacob H. Kaplan. Albu- contains
of young tree Springe in the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
hundreds
querque; F. A. Robinson, Denver; M". of tJ"s many
variemost
valuable
finest
and
C.
H.
Avis,
Freshman, Albuquerque:
ties of apples, peaches, pears, plums,
St, Louis: L. F. Eisner. .Milwaukee.
Claire: J. W. Buckman. Denver; F. apricots, cherries and other fruits, the
Ojo Callente. Taos County, N. M
D. Lewis, Trinidad; Tomas Trijo. A- greater part of which already bear; a
lcaldes; Mr. and Mrs, George W. Tay- young bearing vineyard, thousands oi
lor, Albuquerque; Mr. and Mrs. E. W. bushes of currants and other small
beds if asparagus,
extensive
Alexander, Youngstown, Ohio; J. L. fruits;
Wright, Albuquerque: Leroy Sharson, rhubarb, and other fine vegetables. T
"STRONGEST IN
WORLD."
Kingston; M. C. Baca, Conant: F. W. be scld on easy terms, anJ for muck
Parker, Las Cruces; G. G. Duffln. New less than It cost, owing to ill health of
York: Henry Grant, Abiquiu,
the owner.
Normandie: G G. Lewis.. El Paso;
PLAZA PROPERTY.
James Graham. El Paso; B. F. Witmer,
To those wishing to catch the crearj
Keen. Iowa; Mrs. A. M. Austin, Pres-cott- ;
OF THE UNITED STATES.
William P. Mills. Las Vegas; of Plaza real estate I can offer blocks
double
will
at
themselves
that
figures
James W. Scott Denver: .1. M. RankHENRY B. HYDE, Founder.
in, Albuquerque; A. M, Brownson, Los in less than three years.
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for
Angeles.
Bon Ton:. D. E. Hamilton, Concord, gale several large tracts of desirable
Frank Yano, Hagan; "William Mermlck, land which I am permitted to sell at
.
.
.
Dec. 31,
very low figure. One tract contains
M. A. Bradley, Lamy.
bout 3,500 acres, and is located about
New
miles southwest of
three and one-ha- lf
Away ahead of all at Bon Ton.
in
Las Vegas; nearly all of it is under
'
for
Coronado Tent City Band will be fence: good grazing and water
here Friday, May 20th.
stock; some- timber. Another tract
Dec. 31. 1903 .
350 acres, 7 miles from
Las Vegas;
timber and grazing, with an excellent,
stream of water passing over it. Still
.
,
another tract of 350 acres cf farming
8 miles west
timber
and
land,
grazing
&
If Las Vegas, with
wate,
running
in
s

Table Wines!

LAUDS UNDER IRRIGATION SYSTEM.

juriDm
This is the smallest and lightest weight (about
6 2 pounds) repeating gun ever manufactured,
and opens up many new possibilities to the
16-CaugeStetL-

m

I
I

)gim

1--

Non-Miner- al

w

up-to-d-

ta action, but a new,

sportsman.

well-balance-

d,

It is not a 16 barrel on a
properly-proportion- ed

gun that, with modern smokeless powders, enables a shooter
to use a powerful load in a small shell and reduce, materially, the weight of shells and gun to be carried. The
small, light gun handles fast, results in close holding and
increased aCCUracy. C"" description in new Martin Catalog So. A542, jast out-

1--

-

j

Send thret ttamp$ for pottage to

THI Mawlim

Firearms

Co..

Nw Havih.

Comm.

1--

1- -4

Go to Davis

1- -2

The El Paso, Northeastern
'Cloudcroft Line."

is

Subscribe for the New Mtxrmn.

the

Finished in Platinum and
Platino.

PLAZA STUDIO

Santa Fe, N. M.

P. F. HANLEY

Fine Wines, Liquors r Cigars
Use.
and Native Wines for
Imported

Family

OUR SPECIALTIES
Old Crow, McBrayer. Ouckenbeimer Rjrs, Taylor
and Paxtoa, OM Jordan and Monogram, Ky., Whiskio.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET

SANI& FE, N. M.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Monday, May

SANTA FE
HARDWARE
& SUPPLY CO
Specials for This Week
JOHNSON'S FLOOR

IN

6,

J 904.

THE WOODS.

The Pupils of Loretto Academy Enjoy
to the Utmost Their Trip to Glor-iet- a
on Friday Last.
One of the most interesting and enjoyable events of the current scholastic year, was participated in by 83
members of tamed Loretto's flourish
ing school on Friday last. A special
coach conveyed the happy band anions
rlie picturesque scenes of the Glorieta
vicinity, where they reveled in the
beauties of nature, which distinguish
the grand old Rockies as artistic
scenes par excellence. Nor was it till
night's wings overshadowed that beau-tionlandscape that the youthful pleasure-seekers
could be prevailed upon lo
turn their steps homeward.
heaving Santa Fe at 9:40 a. m. the
picnicers reached the destined spot
about 12 o'clock, and while lunch was
being prepared, the 8:! scaled mounlassoed
tains, collected
specimens,
donkeys and occupied themselves in
the execution of various projects which
only the inventive genius of school
girls can conceive.
music could not have
been more agreeable to the cultured
ear. than was the tocsin which announced the picnic dinner and such
a spread
everything a hungry school
desire fruits. candies,
girl could
sweet meats, pastry and sundry more
s

SPECIALTIES
aau

Johnson's Floor Restorer
Johnson's Floor Wax
Johnson's Powdered Wax for
Dancing Floors
Johnson's Floor Finish

Soul-stirrin-

Call and get book.

Lacqueret

'The Dainty Decorator"

The SarsaparilSa Season fs rjere
Now is thii time for taking
according to popular belief

g

New Line

of

kinds of floors and woodwork. ENAMELED
REFRIGERATORS
Anybpdy can apply it.

POULTRY NETTING
SCREEN WIRE
GARDEN TOOLS
you will be sure to
find just what you are looking for and some
things you need and had not thought of.
BARGAIN COUNTERS

R. J. PALEN, President.

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

HENRY U WALDO, Vice President

Having concluded this very important feature of the gala day. exploring
expeditions were formed, and summits
so remote reached, that the camping
place nestled at the foot of a picturesque hill, surrounded by shady cotton-wood- s
and graceful pines, seemed
leagues away. The artists of the band
had ample scope for indulging their
laudable passion, and turned it to good
account. Kodaks and cameras did
splendid service.
About 7 o'clock the party was assembled for the evening meal, and it
was indeed a pleasure to look into each
bright, happy, young face, as the children gradually appeared on the scene.
" 'Tis the loveliest picnic I've ever
had.'' was voiced by many of Loretto's
devotees on that auspicious day.
The return train left Glorieta at
8:25 and a merrier crowd than that
which filled the coach bearing the Loretto banner, and framed by the Stars
and Stripes, could be found nowhere
in America, and certainly not elsewhere.
Singing, story telling and
friendly converse, was the order of the
evening till 10 o'clock, when the train
drew into dear Santa Fe, and the
strains of "Home, Sweet Home" rent
the tranquil evening air. Then those
joyous girls Loretto's pride slowly
wended their way to their loved con
vent home pronouncing benediction on
their kind superior and the good sisters who afforded them so enjoyable
an outing. Mr. Luitz's extreme kindness rendered him also a special object
of benediction, and Loretto extends to
heartfelt
that
worthy gentleman
thanks.

nvitations Have Been Issued By the
Faculty of the University of
New Mexico.

ITHE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

"Spring Medicine,"

FISCHER'S SARSAPARILLA
The Best Blood Purifier Made
We

We make it

Si.oo

!

guarantee

GET A BOTTLE NOW

J

noiif! uumi
ricrucD
phmdakiv
10v1ih.11 unua
nn i
1

it

$i.oo
230

san

FRANCISCO ST

This Entire Space is Reserved For

r for

DRUG
COMPANY

T7TQr,Ut7'D
IOVaTXCiIV

Important Announcements

Look

STORY fr CLARK

CORiniENCEinEHT EXERCISES.

!

An aperient "blood purifying" medicine during
this season lias been proven to bo beneficial.
At the end of the winter season the system is clogged
and weakened and more susceptibl i to ailments and
disease. A tonic and aperient medicine is needed to
thoroughly cleanse the blood and give tone to the
nerves. Such a medicine Is

substantial.

Makes old furniture look like
new. Beautifies and preserves

m our

II DAY

1

Pianos

!

JACOB WELTMER
booh;s,

STATIOY,

AGAZIJIES,

periodicals.

Headquarters for

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Invitations have been received in
he city for the commencement exer
Musicians
cises of the University of New Mexico Read What Accomplished
The follow
ocated at Albuquerque.
Say of the Story and Clark Piano.
ao8 San Francisco St.
Santa Fe. N. M.
ing is the program of the exercises:
8
m..
IS.
p.
graduMay
instruWednesday.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
"Equal if not superior to any
ating music recital by Stella Boat-righ- ment I have had occasion to use."
Barron Berthold.
SCIENTIFIC EMBALMING
May 20, Friday, 4 p. m., pupils' music
"Shows such tup riority of workrecital.
as
must make
manship and finish
May 22. Sunday. 11 a. m., baccalaur- them welcome to any household."
A At Oar
av
eate service Address by Rabbi Kap- Leonora Jackson.
lan.
in tone and deUndertaking Parlors
,1 .May 2:!. Monday. H p. m., graduating "Grand sweetresonant
and tender " Mathillightfully
music recital by Helen Pratt.
The Latest Scientific Methods of Eabatotaf
da Bauermeister.
May 25. Wednesday. 8 p. m.. graduatCalls Answered tress the Parlors Day sr Night or by DOROTEO SENA Afsa
ire
Employed.
"I cannot speak too r'ghly of your
ing recital by Rose Huntzinger.
MANUFACTURER O- F"
Oar Parlors Consist of a Nicely sod Appropriately Fitted Up Suite at No. Ul
May 211. Thursday. 10 a. m.. class pianos, they seem to be unsurpas3-able.- Prla Road.
R. Watkin Mills.
Uaceia Avenue. West Side Plaza. Saate Fe, New Mexico.
day.
8 p. m.. Alumni banquet (by special
"Your pianos embody sweetness and
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
of tone, splendid carrying
richness
invitation).
DEALER IN
May 27. Friday, 8 p. m., annual com- power and excellent action." Rosa
mencement
Address by Dr. Elmer E. Olitzka.
Watches, Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China- of California.
Brown.
University
"They are mod' is for tone and
Repairing of one watches and Jewelry work a specialty.
touch." Marie Engle.
FILIGREE it WHOLESALE
art IIDIAI GOODS
"I find your piancs wonderfully sym
COOKED TO DEATH.
UTAH
for accompanying the voice."
pathetic
247 San Francisco
FINE MONUMENTS TO ORDER.
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
Colored Man Found Dead in the Palo-ma- s
"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
Hot Springs Some Days
me. I consider them second to none."
Ago.
David Frangcon Davies.
An accident whicli resulted in the
"I think it capabl of the fullest exdeath of Felix Grundy, a colored man pression of musical thought." Ellen
employed as the cool; of the Las Ani- Beach Yaw.
LVbsbbbSK
mas Land and Cattle Company of Sier"In my opinion they rank among th
WattM
ra County is reported from Hillsboro. very best pianos of the day." Emile
neon
some
tor
who
in
has
urunay
Sauret.
time, went to the Palomas Hot Springs
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
for treatment. Sometime during the tone and a most
sympathetic touch."
fc
he
went
to
in
the spring and
the
night
de Lucia.
Fernando
morning when it was found that he
"I was perfectly charmed with its
was missing, the door of the bath room
was forced open and he was found ly- beauty of tone and delightful touch."
Francis Allitsen.
ng in the water at the bottom of the
tone is sweet as well as reson"Their
The
is
that
he
spring.
supposition
became unconscious upon going into ant. Are remarkably adapted for acthe water and was drowned. It was companying the voice." Clementine
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
videni that the body had been in the de Vere Sapio.
&
THE
STORY
CLARK
CO.
PIANO
entire stock of
water for some time for in order to
Employ only expert workmen and no
remove it and prevent the flesh which
INDIAN
MEXICAN BLANKETS. POTTERY
had been cooked from falling from the piece work or contract work is done
in
factories.
their
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS, ETC.
bones, a blanket had to b used in
They have won renown on two con
aising the body. The remains were
8WKI.I. FRONT.
STANDARD GRAND.
At less than Cost.
taken to Las Palomas for burial. tinents for excellence and beauty of
LOCK AND CHAIN STITCH.
Grundy was about GO years old and their instruments.
Prices and terms most liberal.
TWO MACHINES IN ONE.
had resided in the Territory for many
TOURISTS:
Call on the General Agent for New
BALL BEARINQ STAND WHEEL.
years. When a boy he was a slave in
Mexico,
He had served as a sol- Kentucky.
We also manufacture sewing machines that
Do
if
retail from $12.00 up.
in the Ninth United States Cav
ier
silent
as
runs
as
The "Standard Rotary
the
tick of a watch.
alry and during the Indian troubles
Makes 300 stitches white
&
Other machines make 200.
n the southwest, as a scout.
Santa Fe, N. M.
to
is
our
or
if
there
local
a
dealer,
Apply
Who will show you the Story and
dealer in your town, address
'ow Mexican Printing Com Clark Pianos in
Tne
THE
Send tor Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cart
the several styles and
Standard Sewing Machine Co., pany will do your job work witb neat finish Mahogany, Hungarian, Walnut
ness and dispatch.
and Golden Oak.
Cor. San Franciscf Street and Buno
CLEVELAND. OHIO.

Fine Confectionery and Cigars

t.

United States Designated Depositary.
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FRANK DIBERT

you know that you miss half of Santa Fe
you do not visit our Curio Store Free Museum.

1

Alley

